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Dear Reader,. 

We are very pleased with this issue, MEDIA DEPICTIONS. It covers a 
wide range of topics and is critical, informative, entertaining, and 
lengthy (any· "spare change", subscription :renewals, or orders for extra 
copies ($4 ·each] will be appi·eciated). The Fall 1986 (deadline Sept.-1) 
will e_mphasize MENTAL HEALTH AND1 RELAT·ED RIGHTS, the Winter 1987 (dead-
'line Dec. 1) ~ill. be ge~eric. Other 1987 is~ues may include the themes 
(d~pending on material) Independrint Living and Self Help; Baby Doe, 
Neonatal Intensive Care, etc.; Int&rnational ~nd Comparative ·issues; and· 
the Teaching of Disability Studies .. S~gges~ions·and m~terial, of course, 
are ·alway~ welcome. 

'. ·':''-·;·,. -,:·: :-. ·.:. 
-, . . '1' he E d i t o r s ·. 

FOCUS 
, .. '·Tijl°kT11g ''sick< t,o. :fhe·,Med'i a 

. . . . b.y Pa·ul: :1<. •·:Longmore 
(Prog~am in Dis.ability. and: So6jtfty-,·:·Uhi~i., of. S.o,uthern California) 

;:,. 1\-~:\,::/;' '' . 
M:6 s-t ,.disabled- people·. ·m~'.st ';of''. the·.:(_i ~e . t t ·s ~ems to me. -f e.e 1 out-

raged and·, pow--~ r 1 es$:··· They fee I" ou·t raged at the pervasive prejudice 
a g a i n s t ·1:: li'~,,R- ,·and · p dwe r .l e s s t o f i g h t i t . The a i m o f t h e d i s a b i 1 i t y 
rights ~~~em~nt is to empower th~m io organize their anger toward social0 

ch an g e . · · ·,. . . _ 
One often fe~Is itidignatidn impotence watching or reading. media 

depictionsf_oi di.~abled people~. Ficiion~l television and motion pictures 
repeated l y . exp l o i t d i s a b-t l i t y a _s :a. ·me·1 o dram at i c p l o t de vi e . D.i s ab i l i ·t y 
is a cause or consequence of wrongdoing (e.g., the ohe-armed killer of 
"The Fugitive"). Doomed di.sabled children evoke our tears in numerous 
dram.as of affliction as ·well .as 'telethons. Most frequently, disabled 
people ar'e portrayed. a~ wallowing ·tn self-pity~· refusing to cope. Bias 
and d i s c r i m i n at i o n a r e r a re l y t h.e pr o.ble nf. The • , ma j_o r obs tac 1 e they 
face, or rather,, re·fus·~- to -:fc1ce ,·' fs.·:,tfie'tr:.,:own:<~·motion:~·1. maladjustment. 

Non f i Ct i Onal. teJ:evj_s i'on' and' n.eiwS:p.~_p·er•:, <1.11d >in.agaz i ne: ·:art i b le s. a·r e' if 
anyt-hing, worse still..· The'y have·,,'?: ':s'ta::p)ie',:: the.mes:· 1). The best sol.ution 
to the proplems of disabled ,peo'ple> i's _.a-iiiedicaT o·r technical fix (e.g., 
·the extensive coverage of -Wright State· ffriiv.e)"si,ty' s ·· biomedical engi-
neering project to enable people· .·wtth s.pinal· c-ord.:inJuries· to walk); 2) 
J f d i Sa b I led p e Op 1 e. ha Ve a p OS it .i Ve men t,cl l at ti t tide , they Can " 0 Ve r CO me " 
their "handicaps" ( frequ.ently. prof! les of .,isuper. crips" note their 
persevering· outlook). Again_, •.pre.judi_c.e. a11d discrimination .seldom in-
t rude . Th i s pas t ' s ea s () n ' II 2 0 /2 0 ,_, . brb :ad Ca s t-, a rep Or t On " gay bas h i, n g ' " 

, ' ' ' , ., • . • '1 .·,.. • _·: ' ,. • • 
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noting the virulent and at times murderous antipathy toward g~js. Imme-~-
diately after came "A Special· Kind of Vision,".' a stereotypical story 
about an inspirational bl.ind teenager. 

That juxtaposition of stories reflects a fundamental problem: the 
media have some sense of issues of concern to oth~r minorities, but t6ey 
not only do not comprehend disabled people's issues, they- do not even 
perceive us as a socially oppressed minority. The source of that problem 
is partly in them and partly in us. The disability rights movement· has, 
thus far , been pre t t y u n sop h i s t i cat e d i n: ·mak i ng i ts ca s e_ , i n p·resent i ng 
itself and its perspective as newsworthy. Nor have we been effective in 
reacting to the media's depiction of us. Most of us seem to swallow the 
insults passively. Yet if one talks to rank and file disabled people, 
one uncovers~ surprisingly intense indignation about biased media 
images. No wonder so many of us feel a kind of helpless rage. 

We need to organize that anger ~nd offer it an outlet. The Media 
Access Offjce in Los Angeles is fashioning one such mechanism, the Media 
Response Network. _MRN is a telephone tree presently involving some 60 · 
people. When a TV program dealing with disabl~d people is announced for. 
broadcast, the participants will be notified. Each has been assigned 
one other ~ember to contact. All have previously received the names and 
addresses of the Vice-Presidents of Broadcast Standards of the 3 -ajor 
networks. They have also been giv~n suggested guidelines for letter-
writing (including commenting on stereotyped characterizations, stigma-
tizing language, casting of disabled or non-disabled performers), a 
glossary on language and disability, and an article discussing media 
images of disabled people. (Longmore, "Screening Stereotypes: Images of 
Disabled People in Television and Motion Pictures, 11 Social Policx, (Sum-
mer 1985). They are urged to send copies of their letters to the Media 
Access Office and to request the network Vice-Presidents to forward 
copies to the programs' executive producers. Intially, MRN will focus 
on network television. Later, it will expand to cover local television 
and print. (See also SOLICITATIONS K) 

Broadcasters and editors do keep track of public reactions even 
when they do not acknowledge them. Recently, we encouraged our members 
to write to "60 Minutes 11 critizing a story on Elizabeth Bouvia that, 

failed to include interviews with disability rights leaders. The· produ 
cers only replied with form letters, but we did begin to make them aware 
of our pr.esence and perspective. Simultaneously we generated letters i~ 
support of a Los Angeles Times opinion piece condemning the appellate 
court ruling in the Bouvia case. Letters to the editor are published in 
proportion to the ratio of pro and con comments. The printed letters 
were 2 to 1 in agreement with· the article. 

A concerned effort to react to the med-Ia joined with media savvy 
on the part of disability rights leaders will begin to educate media 
professionals to pay attentfbn. The best example of that possibility is 
the recent superb IY QQ!g~ piece (May 31-June 5, 1986) on disability 
activists in Hollywood. 

Groups like the MRN are being formed in other places. They reflect 
a latent and rising indignation among disabled people, a refusal any 
longer to endure prejudice passively. We need more such grassroots 
efforts to organize and channel that incipient political activism. We 
need~ proliferation of local groups ~mpowering disabled people not only 
to talk back to the ~edia, but to respond to all forms of bias and 
discrimination. 
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COMING EVENTS 

A. Congress of the Internat.tonal Assoc. for Ghi~d and Adolescent 
Psychiatry; Paris, France; JY!Y gl=!§i lQ~§. Cont~ct: Prof. C. Chiland, 
Centre Alfred Binet, 76 Avenue Edison, F 75013 Paris, France. 

B. "Urbanization and Health Systems," 2nd Asian Conference on Health 
and Medical Sociology; Urayasu City, Chiba Prefecture, Japan; ~QgQ~! 11_ 
l!i 1986. Contact: Mr. Masahira Anesaki, National Institute of Hospital 
Administration, Byoin Kanri Kenkyusho, #1 Toyama-cho,· Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 
162, Japan. 

C. Hemisphe~~c Congress on Mental Retardation; Buenos Aires, Argenti-
na; August 14-19, 1986. Con.tact: Inter-American Children's Institute. 
Av. 8 du Octubre, 2904 Montevideo, Utuguay, Eloisa Garcia Etchegoygen de 
Lorenzo, Chief, Special Education & Preschool Unit. 

D. ''Individual Initiative in an Interdependent World: The Social 
Problem as an Enterprise," Annual meeting of the Society for the Study 
of Social Problems; New York Hilton _Hotel, NYC; AQ&~!! ££=£gi l~~§. 
Though details are not in, the health and policy, psychiatric~ and aging 
sections are bound to have papers and sessions of interest. On Thurs-
daY,AYXY~! g~. 1:30-3:15 pm, there is a colloquium on Disability and 
Rehabilitation. Contact: 1986 SSSP Program, N 531, School of Nursing, 
Univ. of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA 94143-064(?; 
415/476-8022. 

E. The Sociologists for Women in Sbciety Meeting; New York Hilton, 
NYC; August 28-Sep~ember 2i 1986 always has issues of interest, with 
sessions on reproductive rights, breast cancer, and workplace health. 
Contact: Meredith Gold, 87 Leigh Ave., Princeton, NJ 08542; 609/924-
9436. 

F. 81st Annual American Sociological Association Meeting; New York 
Hi 1 ton, NYC; August 30-September 3, 1986. As always, there are many 
sessions of potential interest with panels, symposia, roundtables, and 
didactic seminars on aging, mental health, life-cycle issues, and medi-
cal sociology. AQ&Q~l lQ is Medical Sociology Section day, with sepa-
rate sessions running from 8:30 am through 6:30 pm. On Sunday, A~gy~!
~!, at 10:30 am, there is a special session on disabili·ty, with 5 · 
different papers dealing with issues of definition, management, gender 
differences and income effects. Contact: ASA Housing Bureau, Two 
Columbus Circle, 6th floor, New York, NY 10019. 

G. "Psychosomatic Medicine: Past and Future," 16th European Conference 
on Psychosomatic Research; Athens, Greece; SeQt, 6-11L 12~~- Contact: 
G.N. Christodoulou, Athens Univ., Dept. of Psychiatry, Eginition 
Hospital, Vasilissis Sofias 74, Athens 11528, Greece. 

H. 8th Asia and Pacific Conference of Rehabilitation International on 
Rehabilitation--with special reference to technology, rural requirements 
and employment; Bombay, India; Se.Qt. 16-20, 1986. Contact: Secretary 
General, Rasdhara Cooperative Society, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Road, 
Bombay 400 004, India. 

11I. Ag.ing and Developmental Disabilit.i.es," a conference to discuss 
research and program alternatives for person~ who are aging, elderly. 
and developmentally disabled; College Park, Maryland; SeQt. 26L 1986. 
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Contact: Thomas Ro~e. Aging and Developmental Disabilities Project, Ctr~· 
on Ag i n g , Univ . o f Maryland , ·Co 1 l e g e Pa :r k , MD 2 O 7 4 2 ; 3 O 1/94 6 7 1 5 o or 
301/454-5856. 

J. "Appl.ied Socio]ogy Jn SociopolitJcal Context," 4th Annua1 Con--
fer enc e of the Society for Appl i e d Soc i oJ o g y ; Indian a St ate Uni v . i .§.~.2.L~. 
_g§..:1§..L !1!!§. . CO n t a C t : Ha r O l d CO X ' s O C i O l O g y & sO C i a 1 wO r k ' I n d i an a s t a t e 
Univ., Terre Haute, IN 47809. 

K. 6th International Conference on Culture and Communication; Bellevue 
Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, PA; QQ!~ g=ll~ li~&- Themes: communica-
tion theory, research methods and philosophy of social science, inter-
personal inteiaction, government, .industry and culture, mass media and 
acculturation, art as cultural artifact. Contact: Sari Thomas, Dir, 
Inst. of Culture & Comm., Temple Univ., (RTF), Philadelphia, PA 19122; 
215/787-8725. 

L. "What Have We Learned from Twenty Years of Medicare: Research 
Implications for Public and Private Sector Policy'', Leonard Davis 
Institute of Health Economics 1986 M~d1care Conference; Philadelphia, 
PA ; Oc t . 9 -- _l 1 , 1 9 8 6 . Co n t a c t : Jo a n n e H . L e v y , L e o n a r d Dav i s I n s t i tu t e o f 
Health Economics, Univ. of Pennsy1van.ia, 3641 Locust Walk, Ph.iladEdphia; 
PA 19104; 215/898-6088. 

M. "Computer Technology/Specjal Education/RehabilJtat:ion", 2nd Annual 
Conference; California State Univ., Northridge: QQ!~ l&=lfi !~lQ- Focus: 
use.of computers in special education, including microcomputers, voice 
input and output devices, computer-braillers, music and art synthesi-
zers, and peripheral devices. Contact: Dr. Harry J. Murph~,. CSUN Ofc. of 
Disabled Student Services, 18111 Nordhoff St., Northridge, CA 91330; 
818/885 2578. 

N. Conference on Social Structure and the Psychological Aging Process; 
University Park, PA; October 20-21, J986. Its purpose is to conceptu-
alize the manner in which social structures affect adult psychological 
development, with emphasis on the development of paradigms that opera 
tionaiize structural dimensions for individual psychological develop 
ment. Participants will examine specific macro and microstructures with 
respect to their differAntirtl impact on particular psychological proces-
ses in adulthood. Contact: Barbara Impellitteri 1 Conff~rence Coord., The 
Pennsylvania State Univ., 410 Keller Conference Ctr., University Park, 
PA 16802;. 814/865~·4t191. 

0. Society. for the History of Technology '1986 Annual MeE?t.Jng; 
P i t t s b u r g h • PA ; o·c t . 2 3 -- 2 6 L 19 8 6 . T o p i c s : n o n - We s t e r n t e c h n o l o g y , c o m p u -
ters and electronics, ancient and medieval technology, and development 
and transfer of technology in the Third World. Contact: W. Bernard 
Carlson, Prag. in Science, Technology and Society, Michigan Technologi-
ca] Univ., Houghton, MI 49931; 906/487-2116. 

P. 11 Literature and Anthropology.", 20th Ann·ual Comparative Literature 
Symposium; Texas Tech.University; Januarx.·1987. Contact: Wendell Aycock, 
Interdepartmental Comm.. on Comparative, Literature, P .. o. Box 4580, Texas 
Tech Univ., Lubbock, TX 79409. 

Q. International Conference on Disability Education; Jerusalem, 
Israel; Julx 5-10, 1987. Topics: 1) contribution of the written word--
books, articles, novels, short stories, poems; 2) world of theater--
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plays about disabled persons, puppet theater, theater presented by 
disabled persons: and 3) the role of film--cinema and television about 
disability, participation of disabled persons in TV and the contribution 
of educational films. There will also be exhibitions of books and jour-
nals and theatrical performances and a film and TV festi~al. 

International Conference on Rehabilitation Journalists; Jerusalem, 
Israel; Julx 12-16~ 1987· (immediately following above conference). 
Discussion: views on the practical aspects of rehab journalism, use of 
computers, information exchange and international cooperation. Contact 
for both: Dr. E.- Chigier, Israel Rehabilitation Society, 18 David Elazar 
St., Hakirya, Tel Aviv 61909, Israel. 

RETROSPECTIVES 

A. An Internationa1 Conference on the Healing Role of the Arts, held 
Sept. 3-7, 1984 in Bellagio, Italy, was attended by participants from 
Australia, Egypt, France, India, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States who represented several of the major organizations working inter-
nationally in this field, including _Interlink (U.K. based), The Arts 
Access Society of Australia, and the National Committee, Arts for the 
Handicapped, USA. The 25 participants approved a resolution to create a 
"federation for the arts and people wit~ disabilit.ies, seeking worldwide 
participation," the objectives being to gather and disseminate informa-
tion accessible to all, to encourage research and special projects, and 
to convene meetings to stim~late arts opportunities, artistic experience 
and creative arts therapies by, ~1th and for people with disabilities. 
They also formulated a statement outlining the differences and similari-
ties between the roles of artists and creative arts therapists in their 
work with disabled people. Contact: Hospital Audiences, Inc., 220 W. 

. 42nd St., 13th floor, New York, NY 10036. (Edited from International 
Rehabilitation Review, Third/Fourth Quarters, 1984)· 

B. In late 1984, a group ·or $5 activists, scholars, policy analysts 
(including Washington insiders), writers, and others concerned with the 
social position of disabled people was brought together for 3 days in 
Racine, Wisconsin, for The Wingspread Conference on Images of the Disa-
bled/Disabling Images. Sponsored by the Johnson Foundation and the 
Center for the Study of Social Policy and organized by Alan Gartner 
(City University of New York Graduate C~nter) and Tom Joe (Center for 
the Study of Social Policy), it focused on contemporary images of disa-
bled people in American society, particularly as they relate to public 
p o l i c y . ,-· F o l J. ow i n g t he l e g i s l a t i v e an d l e g a 1 v i c t o r i e s o f t h e · 1 9 7 0 s , 
progreis has come more slowly and with greater difficulty for the disa-
bility rights movement. The court cises involving Baby Jane Doe and 
Elizabeth Bouvia, attempts to limit the effects of Public Law 94-142, 
Section 504, and major disability benefits programs were discussed as 
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well as objectives and strategies that would be most productively pur 
sued in order to expand the r·i g ht s of di sabled persons . Cul tu r al , 
social, and technological trends were examined, both in their own right 
and as they enhanced or limited the prnspects for political change. 
Images of disabled people in literature and in the media were reviewed, 
and assessments made of the changes in technology, the workplace, and in 
everyday life. 

The conference began-with a keynote address by Harlan Hahn, the 
Univ. of Southern California political scientist who has been a leading 
proponent of characterizing disabled Americans as an excluded minority 
group subject to systematic discrimination. The most outstanding fea-
tures of the meetings were the diversity of participants and the oppor-
tunity for a ~ustained exchange bri th~ ~urrent state of disability 
policies and what positive actions can be taken. Some common concerns 
emerged, especially on the need for ~ustained grass-roots organizing in 
the face of less supportive federal policy-makers in Congress, federal 
agencies, and the courts. As people concerned with disability policy and 
disability rights face what promises to be a long-term intellectual 
exploration and political struggle, meetings such as the one at 
Wingspread will be important for generating and communicating new ideas 
and reinforcing the ties among a disparate but complementary group. The 
forthcoming volume (Praeger 1986) of papers from the Wingspread con-
ference should be a provocative examination of the challenges faced by 
the disability rights movement in the mid-1980s. (Richard K. Scotch, 
Univ. of Texas, Dallas) 

c.. A May 13, 1985 Media and Disabi 1i ty Workshop in Chicago, cospon-
sored by AADC and the National Easter Seal Society, included keynote 
speaker Stacy Smith, a new~ anchorman at KDKA-TV in Pittsburgh, who had 
polio at 6 months and did not consider himself disabled. Stacy said 

-" frankly, 11 I don 1 t understand .what you people want." D.isability is a 
sol id human interest feature in the mf~dia and words like "victim," which 
are commonly understood, are acceptable. If we want media coverage, we 

.play by the media "rules," we don't .i.nvent our own and confuse the media 
by changing vocabulary, switching signals, and criticizing everything 

.that comes out about disability. He pointed out that the lack of unity 
among disability groups is confusing to the media and damaging to 
disability. There seems to be no common purpose and the media cannot 
understand·why, when disabled people are "different," they pretend not 
to be. The media is interested in conflict, and disability is conflict. 
Consequently, the disability of an individual will continue to be empha-
sized unless that individual has accomplished something outstanding 
which stands on its own as news. 

A panel of communicators from radio, TV, public relations, cable 
TV programming shared their insights and expertise and offered a wide 
range of suggestions on how to make better use of the media for disabi-
lity issues. Afternoon roundtables involved the over 100 disability 
communicator/participants in problem solving. and brainstorming on an 
"acceptable" telethon, The day ended with a viewing of a videotape of 
"Staring Back", the award winning disabi·lity comedy writttrn by Susan 
Nussbaum and Lawrence Perkins. (Edited review from the AAQf N~~!, 2:3, 
Summer 1985) 

D. The Ramapo Poetry Conference, held May 9, 1985 under the auspices 
of the Ramapo Anthropology Society, took as its theme "Identifying the 
Core Characteristics of Poetry for· Social Meaning and Humanization." 
Three basic ideas made up the conscientiQus humanism in the conference: 
1) poetry is the medium to express the whole range of human feelings and 
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aspirations; the expression of positive or negative emotions in poetry 
is therapeutic for mental hea1th; 2) poetry is transcendental--i.e., it 
can go beyond differences among people in ethnicity, religion, and 
nationality because it identifies with core human concerns--and can thus 
bridge cultural gaps to be a universal human language; and 3) poetry 
can be a dynamic force for humanization in the mechanized world-of 
industrial cultures as it reaffirms our identity as social beings and 
teaches to reach out to people. Fifteen published poets read their 
poems and took part in discussions. Some of the major topics that 
emerged in the poems read were human aspects of social change in the 
cultures of India, and the U.S. problems of the natural ecology and 
environment, interpersonal relationships, women in ~ontemporary life and 
African socio~~ltural values. (Edited report of James M. Edell, Ramapo 
Anthropology Section, Ramapo College; original in Anthro~olog! News-
1Q11~£, November 1985) · 

SOLICITATIONS 

A. CORRECT address for J.E. Zirinsky (Spr 86, SOLICITATIONS E) who 
seeks men with spinal cord injuries to participate in a questionnaire on 
sexuality and rehabilitation is: J.E. Zirinsky, 175 West 13th Street, 
15G, New York, NY 10011. 

B. Q1£~£12!! Qf ~!!Y~l·Anthr0Qolog1 seeks information about anyone 
whose work is related to the use of visual media-in fieldwork, research, 
or teaching. Obtain forms from: Thomas Blakely, Dept. of Anthropologyp 
700 Kimball Tower, Brigham Young Univ., Provo, UT 84602; 801/378-6111. 

C. To READERS tIVING IN THE EASTERN HALF OF THE U.S.: The Sotiety for 
the Study of Chronic Illness, Impairment and Disability (SSCIID), which 
meets annually in conjunction with ·the Western Social Science Associa-
tion, is considering the possibility of adding an additional mid-year 
general or thematic meeting in t6e East. Int~rest in ·attending/pa~tici-
pating or suggeations for theme or location should be directed to: 
Rosalyn Banjamin Darling, Director, Early Intervention Services, City-
County Clinic, 111 Johns Street, Johnstown, PA 15901; 814/535-8531. 

D. Ideas and names of speaker~ for morning plenaries and theme-related 
workshops of the Oct. 18-21, 1987 ABSAME (Assoc. for the Behavioral 
Sciences and Medical Education) Conference are sought by Program Plan-

•ning Committee co-chairs James Campbell, PhD (137 Clark Hall, Univ. of 
Missouri-Columbi~. Columbia, MO 65211, 314/882-6676•) and Steven R. Hahn, 
MD (Bronx Municipal Hospital Center, Pelham Pkwy & Eastchester Rd., 
Bronx, NY 10461, 212/430-5657). The Theme: Behavioral Science and 
Chronic Disease; Place: Stanford Sierra Lodge - Fallen Leaf Lake. 

E. Nora Groce (Harvard) and Jessi6a Scheer (Columbia), currently 
compiling cross-cultural data on the social ramifications of disabling 
conditions, welcome hearing from any who have information--historical 
data, archeological evidence, traditional beliefs, anecdotal material, 
etc.~~on disabled individuals in societies in which they have worked. 
Send to: N. Groce, 248 Gardner House, Family Development Study, Boston 
Children's Hospital, 300 Longwo9d Ave., Boston, MA 02115. 

F. Gary Kiger and Irv Zola are putting together a filmography dealing 
with disability. If you know of any film having to do with disability 
(not necessarily a main feature), please lt us know. Ideally; we would 
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1 i k e the f o 11 owing .informat i on : f i l m title , · director , producer , ye a r o.f 
•~. 

production, major characters,· brief synopsis, and a comment on- the place 
disability has in- the film. Contact: Gary Kiger, Dept. of Soc, Social 
Work & Anthro, Utah State Univ., Logan, UT 84322 0730; 801/750 1230. 

G. You are invited to join COmpuNet, a brand new, free support network 
for employed, disabled men and women who use computers to earn a living. 
Members can stay in touch.by first-class mail, the telephone, or maybe 
even an inexpensive telecommunications network such as PeopleLink. Con-
tact: Robert Mauro, Disabiiity News Online, 257 Center Lane, Levittown, 
NY 11756; 516/579-4043; or EMail him via CompuServe at 76505,656; via 
PeopleLink at ~ZWriter; or via The Source at BCG138. 

·, ' . 
H. Dr. Thomas Rose ·(Aging- & Disability Program, Montgomery College, 
Rockville, MD 20850; 301/946-7150) and D~. Matthew Janicki (National 
Institute· on Aging, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MU 20892; 301/496-
9322) haye star:<ted a special clearinghouse of information about Aging 
and Menta~ ·setaidation/fievelopmental Disabilities. Thei would appre-
c i ate a ti y and a 11 i n format ion about spec i a 1 pro j e ct s , demons t rat .i on 
programs, inter~gency agreements, curricula, and research. Send hard 
copy to Dr. Rose or use their Electronic Mall box, "Aging. Proj." through 
the SCAN (Shared Communication and Assistance Network) computer system, 
operated by the American Association of University Affiliated Programs 
for Persons.with Developmental Disabilities. 

I. The Women, Health and Development advisory committee of the World 
Health Organization. Southeast Asian regional office, is interested in 
exchange of information with medical social scientists working on issues 
related to women's health and human reproduction. The WHO/SEARD coun-
tries include Mongolia. Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Nepal, 
Bhutan, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma, Thailand, Sri Lanka. Mal-
dives, and Indonesia. The committee plans to compile a bibliography on 
Women and Health in the region and would welcome relevant articles in 
exchange fo~ SEARO documents. Contact: Soon-Young, Yoon, SS/RPD, WHO/-
SEARD, The World Health House, Mahatma Gandhi Marg, New Delhi, 110002, 
I nd.i a. 

J. Barbara G. Sosnowitz is doing research on the comparison of home 
care for AIDS patients--specifically. comparing care by families (pa-
rents and/or siblings) and lovers or friends in the gay community. She 
would appreciate any references. Contact her at the Sociology Dept, 

• Central Connecticut State Univ., New Britain, CT 06050. 

K. The newly form~d Media Community Relations Committee of the Media 
Access Office seeks volunteers to evaluate TV programs that deal 
with people with disabilities. All volunteeis will be informed in 
advance of an upcoming program and are urged to watch the show, think it 
over, assess the positive/negative aspects, accuracy, stereotypes. It 
.is vital to write the producers and express your opinion. Names,• ad-
dresses,. and phone numbers of producer·s 1 offices will be provided and 
normally, they respond to letters they receive. Producers welcome input 
and this is a significant opportunity to alter miscon~eptions of the 
public and media abo~t people with disabilities. Contact: Kathy Stoney, 
c/o Media Access Office, 1313 N. vine,· Room 163·, Los Angeles, CA 90028. 

21:?;/464··4366.,. 
L. As part of a series of studie$ a.bout media; Irv Zola is currently 
working on a paper. "Any Distingu·ishing Features? Disability in the 
Crime-Mystery Genre.'' He has a pretty good source list of places where 
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the detective or main character has a disability, .but it, l,s .:ni,ore diffi-
cult where secondary characters are· concerned .. · r'i tl-e, aut_h:or.~ pub-
1 isher, date, and nature and.signifi_cance.of di!:fabillty(s) :frt· the novel 
would be welcome~ Contact: Ir.ving'Ke'nne·th Zola, Dept. of Sociology, 
Brandeis University, Walth~m, MA 02254f ~17/647~2983~ ~· 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

A. Submissions for the 1986 AAAS Prize for Behavioral Science Research 
($1000 prize for a meritorious research paper that furthers under-
standing of human psychological-social-cultural· behavior) are· due AYgY!! 

!i§§. Entries should present a completed analysis of a problem, the 
relevant data and an interpretation of the data in term$ of the as-
sumptions or postulates with which the stud~ began. The winning entry 
will be presented at the 1987 AAAS Annual Meetirig in Chicago, Feb. 14-
19. Unpublished manuscripts and manuscripts pubiished after 1/1/85 are 
eligible .. Contact: AAAS Execut'ive .Office,· 10th FL·, 1$33 ff St'., NW, 
Washington, DC 20005. 

B. The Soc i et y f o r Med i cal Ant hr o o logy: ·•i n vi t e s graduate and 1,1 n de r -
graduate students to submit paper~ '~n-su~j~ct~ of interest to medical 
anthropologists (may be on new research_ or· as· part of course require-
ments in medical anthropology) for the W HR Rivers- Student Paber Compe-
tition with a pr-ize of $100. Deadline: Se.12t. 1.i. 1986. Winning paper 
~ill be published in Medical Anthro.12olog1 guart~rJx. Contact: W.H R 
Rivers Student Paper Competition, Medical Anthfo~olog1 Quarterl1, 
South~rn Methodist Uriiv., Dallasi TX-.75275. -

NOTE: Check deadlines for .the following~ 

C. The Ass6ciation for Humanist Sociologist invit~s 1-page proposals· 
for roundtables, panels, participatof~ workshops, ahd film showings for 
its 11th Annual Meetingj Nov. 6-9~ 1986, Philadelphia Centre Hotel, on 
the theme " Human i s t Al ternat i v e s for the 8 Os . " The m·a t i c pre s·en tat i on s 
include alternative concepts in national security, conflict resolution, 
news reporting, worker ownership ~nd ,6o~t~o1·; health and s~fety protec-
tion, and citizen participation in gov~~rim~nt. Contact: Jerrf Starr, 
Sociology & Anthropology, West Vi~ginia Uriiv., Morgantown, WV 26506. 

D. For its special early-1987 volume "Irnages ·of ·women ·1n Asian Litera-
tures", the journal Literature East & West seeks articles on China, 
Japan, India, the Arab world, Turkey and ·.Iran, as well as other areas in 
Asia, dealing perhaps with a single culture or society and treating the 
works of a single author or several authors. Current images of women may 
be contrasted with those of an earlier period or the images 6f women. and 
men may be compared. Submit to; Andree F. Sjoberg, Guest Editor, 
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Literature East & West, Dept. of Oriental and African Languages & Lit 
eratures, Univ. of Texas, Austin, TX 78712; 512/471-1365. 

E. Papers on childless elderly are sought for a special early-1987 
issue of the Journal of Cross Cultural Gerontolog~. particularly, though 
not exclusively, from the perspective of non-Western societies and 
cultures. Suggested topics: demography, social meaning of childlessness, 
systems or support, adoption and fosterage, issues of generativity, care 
and neglect, and the effects of social change. Contact: Robert L. Rubin 
stein, Philadelphia Geriatric Ctr., 5~01 Old York Rd., Philadelphia, PA 
19141; 215/456 9031. 

F. Book reviews relating to humanistic anthropology are welcome for 
the Book Review Section of Anthro~olog1 and Humanism Quarterlx. Send ~o: 
Nancy Schm i d t , Bo o k Rev i e w Edi t or , A f·r i c an S t u d i e s Pro g . , 2 2 1 Woodburn 
Hall. Indiana Univ., Bloomington, IN 47405. 

G. Contem2orary EthnograQhic Studies, a monograph series, is now 
accepting book-length manuscripts for Vols. 3 & 4. Studies representing 
diverse theoretical perspectives are welcome. Inquiries concerning a 
possible contribution should be accompanied by a brief synopsis and a 
table of contents (no manuscripts) and sent to: Jaber F. Gubrium, Series 
Edi tor, Dept. of Social & Cultural Sciences, Marquette Univ., Milwaukee, 
WI 53233. 

CURRENT RESEARCH 

A. The WGBH Educational Foundation of Boston, MA, has been awarded a 
grant from the Easter Seal Research Found~tion to pilot a project that 
will make TV more complete for blind and low-vision viewers. A technolo-
gy called multi-channel television sound (or stereo TV) provides an 
additional channel (the Secondary Auditory Program or SAP channel), 
which permits transmission of program or non-program-related audio. By 
switching to the SAP channel of stereo TV (the regular audio is on the 
other speaker), the viewer will be able to hear, during the pauses in 
the regular program dialogue, a specially trained announcer describe the 
visual action: the sets, costumes, facial and body movements, location, 
etc. This concept, called Descriptive Video Services _(DVS), was origi-
nally conceived by Dr. Margaret Pfanstiehl, president of the Washington 
EAR, a radio reading service for people who are blind. She describes 

· D VS as '' the art o t· t a 1 king p i ct or i al l y . " The t e s t i n g , begun j n Boston 
on June 5 , 1 9 8 6 , us e s W G B H p r o du c e d II Mys t e r y II s e r i e·s as the p i 1 o t pr o -
gram and visually-impaired volunteers from the WGBH viewing community. 
After an 5-week trial period, Special Projects Coordinator Sharon Daven-
port (Telecommunications, WGBH Educational Foundation, 125 Western Ave., 
Boston, MA 02134; 617/492-2777, ext, 3734) will evaluate plans for 
extending it on a national basis. 

B. Directed by Paul K. Longmore, PhD (Program in Disability & Soci~ty, 
Univ. of Southern Cal.ifornia, Los Angeles, CA 90089) the Disability and 
Media.Research Project will examine the d~pict1nn of specific disabili-
ties, initially focusing on television though expanding to cover other 
media as well; compare those images acros·s disability categories; and 
explore their connection with other demographic factors (gender, age, 
race, socio-economic class, occupation). It will analyze this data in 
relation to sbcial values and attitudes regardi.ng disability, drawing 
upon the emerging scholarly literature which examines the experience and 
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status of disabled people as a social minority. Though it wil_l utilize 
social science-based research' on the disability experience, the project 

. will examine disability in the media from the perspective of the humani-
ties. The studies will also seek to enhance research in .this and re-
lated areas and to aid the media in more accurately portraying and 
reporting on dis~bled people and disability issues. Periodic reports 
will be disseminated to media professionals, social scierttist~ studying 
disability, professionals-in the field of disability and leaders in the 
disability community. Project findings will also be· presented through 
conferences, workshops, and.publications concerned with disability, the 
medial or both. 

C. Marilyn J. ·Phillips' research project, "The Poster Child: Oral 
Histories of Handicapped Children on Display," is divided into 2 phases: 
Phase 1 involves documentation of thi popular (media) history of the 
poster child phenomenon--beginning in the U.S. with the Sister Kenney 
movement in the 1940's, developing into.TV telethons, and more recently 
manif~sting itself in the phenomenon of amateur athletic "competitions" 
such as marathon wilks to benefit medical research; Phase 2 involves 
collecting oral' histories from for~er post~r children [Since a major 
popul~tion.interviewed will be post-polio individuals, the data re-
trieved will complement a project she is developing on a collection of 
oral histories of post-polio people]. Former poster children who are 
interested in being interviewed for this research should contact her at 
1140 Martin Place, Ann Arbor, MI 48104 ~fl~! AMgQ!! 1~ Qn!il AMgM!! 1, 
at 1232 Ramblewood Rd., Balti~ore, MD 21239; 301/433-353b. · 

I . . 

D. · Three y~ars ago Joyce Sprafkin and Kenneth D. Gadow (Psychiatry, 
State Univ. of New Yrirk at Stony Brook, ·stony Brook, NY 11794) examined 
in a series of studies the effects of television on emotionally dis-
turbed (ED) and learning disabled (LD) children: how much and what 
kinds of ptograms they watch, hriw· they interpret what they view, and how 
TV (particularly aggressive content) affects them. Using interview and 
a TV ·program diary, they found that children ·in special educrition 
classes (ED, LD, and EMR children in Study 1 ~nd ED children in Study 2) 
watched many more hours of TV weekly than their nonlabeled peers; 
watched significantly more crime dramas and cartoons and named more 
crime dramas as favorite programs than their no~handicapped peers, 
suggestin~ that children in special education classes are exposed to 
more aggression on TV than regular class counterparts. In Study 2, 
they found that, even when holding IQ constant, ED children were far 

.·more likely than their peers to believe unrealistic aspects of TV 
aggression, ~uperhuman feat~, role portrayals, and "advertising, thus 
causing concern that ED children may be more reactive to TV violence 
than non-handicapped children. Their next 3 studies ev~luated the 
social behav~or 6f ED children following exposure to high vs. low ag-
gression cartoons. The obser~ed increases in aggressive behavior (phy-
sical and nonphysical) after viewing cartoons suggested that ED bhildren 
can be adversely affected by programs that were specifically intended 
for ~hildren. Wh~t impact, therefore, does adult~oriented crime dr~mas 
have? There was also evidence. of adve~se effects froj exposure to low 
or hiih aggression cartoons in the field experiment with LD children. A 
·follow-up study to expl6re what kinds of child~en became most aggressive 
aft~t viewing cartoons showed that the chiil~rert who became more nonphy-
sically aggressive _subsequent to viewing the cartoons_tepded to be more 
aggressive, oppositional, antisocial, intelligent-and academically ad-
vanced. ·The last study, involving a TV.viewing skills curticulum tor 
behavior or learning handicapped chi.ldren and test~d with ED children, 
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indicated that those who received the school-based curriculum improved 
significantly in their knowledge about TV and their ability to make 
reality-fantasy distinct1ons about TV content. Educating handicapped 
children to be more informed and less reactive TV viewers is an 
exciting solution to minimize the medium's adverse effects. 

E. Joseph Turow (Communication, Heavilon Hall, Purdue Univ., W. Lafa-
yette, IN 47907) is examining the extent to which profound changes that 
have transformed the U.S. medical system during the past decade have 
found contemporary expressi.on in the treatment of illness on network 
TV. He examined the treatment of illness on ABC, Nnc, and CBS during 
the first 2 w~eks of November 1983 and noted those aspects of illness 
episodes that would show how TV deals with the changing dimensions of 
illness and the changing structure of health care. Generally, he found 
that network TV presented illness as acute and amenable to biomedical 
treatment, illness episodes short term and straightforward, and pa-
tient's long~range plans or integration into society rarely considered. 
Overwhelmingly, the hospital was the dominant location for the profes-
sional treatment of illness, the doctor and nurse the medical profes-
sionals seen. Commercials, news, and fictive entertainment virtually 
ignored the various kinds of long-term and intermediate care facilities, 
the numerous forms of nonhospital outpatient surgical or ambulatory 
facilitiesj the various types of nonspecialist private practice loca 
tJons, and the numerous kinds of health maintenance organizations a-
vailable, and other so-called allied health professions. Medical ·car~ 
itself was portrayed as overwhelmingly appropriate~ apolitical, and as 
an unlimited resource. (Note: See Turow's 11 Curing Television's Ills: The 
Portrayal of Health Care," Journal of Communication, 35:4, Autumn 1986, 
pp. 36·-51) 

F. Current AP and UPI stylebooks contain no information on appropriate 
portrayals and terminology when writing about people with disabilities. 
In an attempt to promote use of accurate and acceptable terminology, 
.style, and portrayals in features about people with disabiliti~.$,, The 
Media Project: Improving Portrayals of Persons with Disability was 
initiated by Gary R. Ulicny (Research & Training Ctr. on Independent 
Living, Univ. of Kansas, BCR/348 Haworth, Lawrence, KS 66045-2930) and 
Michael L. Jones. The first major project activity was the development 
of a handbook ''Guidelines for Reporting and Writing About People with 
Disabilities," a compilation of concensus opinion of preferred terms and 
portrayals. These guidelines were submitted to the editors of AP and 

· UPI for possible inclusion in the next edition of their stylebooks. 
They are also currently working with 2 consumer advncacy groups to 
develop and evaluate strategies to promote adherence to accepted media 
guidelines. A media watch has begun whereby consumers regularly monitor 
local newspapers and TV news to identify disability related features. 
This ongoing monitoring w111 provide a "baseline" to which the effects 
of different intervention strategies can be compared. An examination of 
3 different strategies continues: 1) pres~ conference for media profes-
sionals to learn about proposed activities seemed. to have no effect; 2) 
'' m e d i a k i t s " ( g u i d e l i n e s , p r om o t i o n a 1 ma t e r i a 1 s , a p p r o p r i a t e me d i a 
featuies examples) prepared and mailed to all media professionals seemed 
ineffective; 3) feedback (personalized letter, praise of appropriate 
terminology/portrayals) on media features provided reporters, 
newscasters, editors and producers seems quite effective (i.e., prior to 
feedback campaign only 42% of terminology used adhered to guidelines; 
since feedback, 61%). Contact: Michael L. Jones, AA313 Bristol 
Terrace. Lawrence, KS 66044. 
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G. In the Spring of 1985 Acbent:•on Living a~k~d'it~-~~~ike~~-"3 basic 
questions about media .images: 1J ·Do·es ·the "$uper·-crip": image hur-t or 
he l p the i mag e of o the r d i s ab l e d · p e op 1e? ·2 ) Do e s· the ' '.' s-u pe..r. - c :r i p " i mag e 
inspire those. who have· not achieved such goals? 3) Could· this image 
discourage some handicapped people? ·The Summer issue (3:1) reports the 
results. Though they give no indic~tion of the size or.&haracteristics 
of the sample, the results fro~ this rather· ma~~sfream·magazine are 
instructive. By a nearly 2-l margin (63% - 37%) they say ft hurts, 
citing in particular the unreasonable expectations such images create. 
The minority voice cite it as a loud and _clear positive image, a counter 
to the more g~neral pictures· of pity, timidity, and dependence. Curi-
ously then is the fact that- 79% felt that such over-achi~vers insµire 
others with disabilities. What the examples seem to illustrat~ is that 
such portrayals often open up options· which some had not thought possi-
ble. But an even greater percentage, 89%, see the downaide, feeling 
that many people.will be di~couraged by these "great performances." 
Whatever this survey shows, it does illustrate that the opinions of 
viewers are strong ones and that what is most upsetting is tbe gfn!£!! 
lack of realism in all portrayals, something which a recent !Y Qy!~! 
article also echoes. As one reader noted, "Perhaps the worst thing 
about the ~super-crip' image is the illusion that the person does it all 
alone ... Never have I seen even the existence of [£a~l¼y me~bers, 
friends, and other support personnel] acknowledged.II·· 

RECENT DISSERTATIONS 

A. Patricia ·caldwell Potter· (CHILDREN'S ;PERCEPTIONS OF DI'SABL:ED PER-
SONS: THE ROLES OF MESSAGE SOURCE<· '.MESSAHE' MEDIUM,· 'AND'·DTSABILITY 
VISIBILITY, 1985~ PhD. Sociolog~. Uni_versit~ _of AJabama},st~dted 4th, 
5th, and 6th graders to determine .th.e roJ e.'.. -of intervention <'factors such 
as information sources (doctor vs. teach~~ vs. disabled pee~); degree of 
exposure (audiovisual vs. written) and disability exposure· (paraplegia 
vs. diabetes) pri6r to the mainstreaming of a disabled child; Results 
suggested that intetventions designed to provide exposure to the disa-
b l e d p e e r , i n c l u d i n g s u f f i c i en t opp o r tun i t y f o-r f n t er ac t i on t :o i n c re as e 
familiarity, work best--particularly for .'ch'ildr·en· witho·ut ---any previous 
contact with the disability. Use of vid~o presentations may do more harm 
than good without consideration for degree of. previous exposure and 
disability visibility. 

B. Cheryl Lynn Ross (THE PLAGUE A~D THE FIGURES OF POWER: AUTHORITY 
AND SUBVERSION IN ENGL lSH RENAISSANCE DRAMA, ·1985, -· E'Il'g-li. sh,< S,tanf ord 
Un i v e r s i t y ) hypo t hes i z e d that bubo· n i c p lag u e e p i de m.i'C\S -1 n,.e r l y mode r n 
London did not initiate~ bt~akdown in the ·society; rather they intensi-
fied and revealed ongoing social processes that created cult~re in 
Renaissance Englahd. Authorities responded to it with unaccustomed 
harshness and quarantine condemned whole families to d€at~.· But as 
refugees from London spread infection, plague flouted ·thes·e· 'containing 
measures. Epidemics .thus revealed authority· and its: subvers·ion. She 
examiries the relationship between pl~g~es and plays in English Renais-
·sance in_ Jonson's A!£h!fil!~1, Middleton and Dekker's R2A£!ng §!£! and 
Shakespeare's Measure for Mea~ure, te~ting her model of'authority's 
response to such crises and demonstrating its usefulness in describing 
drama's· relationship to cult~re. Interestingly~ she used her m6del on 
texts ~1th literal conne6tions to _plague arid on. plays whose epidemic 
associations ar~ figurative. 
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C. Parnel Wickham-Searl (THE-SHAPING OF A FEDERAL POLICY: INTERMEDIATE 
CARE FACILITIES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED, 1984; PhD, Special Education9 
Syracuse University) demonstrated that well-established patterns of 
.institutional care, coupled with economic constraints and political 
activities, may jeopardize current efforts to stimulate significant 
social reform. Working on the thesis that events that occurred in the 
formtilation of a public policy help to explain some of the present 
problems that arise in policy implementation, he utilized a retrospec-
tive approach to describe and analyze the origins of the legislation for 
Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (ICF/MR), P.L. 
92 223, as well as the regulations which followed the original bill's 
enactment. He.noted that the ICF/MR policy environment reflected a 
heritage of health and welfare programs dominated by institutional 
service systems. However, the federal· intention for the ICF/MR policy 
shifted from an exclusively institutional program to emerging service 
alternatives_ ,in the community. But burdened with costly facilites to 
maintain, states impeded federal policy efforts to implement policies of 
-deinstitutionalization and transferred the fiscal responsibility for 
institutions to the federal government while often avoiding federal 
mandates for reform. 

FILM CLIPS 

A. Portrayals of Disability and the 
by Gary Kiger (Sociology, Utah 

Current Cinema 
State University) 

dis
at 

It 
eas~ 
this 

is encouraging that films which 
and disability are gaining entree 
year's 12th Annual Telluride Film 

sensiti~ely portray 
to film festivals. 
Festival. ALPINE 

chronic 
So 

FIRE, 
it was 
di-

11rected by Fredi Murer, winner of the "Gr.and Prix at the Lucarno FiJ.m 
Festival in Switzerland, and the most talked about entry at the festi-
val, uses deafness as a vehicle to ~eave an aitful portrayal of the 
tragic outcome of one family's provincialism and physical and emotional 
isolation. "NUMBER OUR DAYS and IN HER OWN TIME, boih directed by Lynne 
Littman and on the work of anthropologist Barbara Myerhoff, deal with 
disability, death and dyingJ and chronic disease. 

ALPINE FIRE (in German, HOHEN FEUER) is an almost Gothic tale of a 
farm family eking out a living in the rugged, isolated Swiss Alps: the 
hard working, Calvinistic patriarch, his nurturing, deeply religious 

·wife, their (perhaps) 17 year-old daughter Belli, and just-turned-fif-
teen deaf son Franzi (referred to throughout as "th·e boy"). Franzi, who 
causes endless worry and frustration to his parents, has become in-
creasingly destructive. He chases cows from their pasture, connects an 
electric fence wire to the dog's food dish, and pushes a grass mower 
over the cliff when it jams. Their solution is to banish him from the 
farmhouse to a nearby field to smash rocks with which to build fences. 
Working the rock pile, his father reasons, will reduce the boy's frus-
trations. During Franzi 1 s banishment, his sister brings him food, 
blankets, and her company. One night they sleep together. After some 
time, ·eelli tells her mother that she is pregnant. The mother simply 
says, "I know. I have prayed about this. I forgive you. We must tell 
your father. 11 The father, however, is less forgi.ving and threatens to 
shoot Belli. Franzi attacks him and in the ensuing scuffle, the father 
is mortally wounded. The mother dies shortly thereafter, presumably from 
an asthma attack. ALPINE FIRE ends with Franzi constructing a snow tomb 
for his parents, reverently lighting a candle near their faces. 
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ALPINE FIRE portrays disability on 3 levels: as a social status, as 
metaphor, and as an aspect of· the rhetorical structure of the film. Its 
story line raises, albeit indirectly, a number of concrete social and 
political issues on disability. Perhaps the most striking is that the 
parents have so little understanding of the social, emotional, and 
educational needs of their son. Franzi was never taught how to communi-
cate his needs, desires, thoughts, and feelings, and is thus constantly 
frustrated by the social world. His inpulsive, often destructive beha-
vior, is a consequence of being incommunicado and existing as a nonper-
son. "The boy" also has obvious emotional problems and certain develop-
mental disabilities. While Franzi's parents often treat him as if he is 
lacking in intelligence, he is, in fact, resourceful. He builds artful 
rock sculptures and constructs ingenious mechanical device~. Yet there 
are several scenes in which Franzi acts as though he might be "re-
tarded." The stereotype that deafnes~ is often equated with retardation 

11is subtlely raised here. I say subtlely", s~nce I spoke with several 
viewers after' the film and they assumed Franzi was retarded and held 
onto this assumption even in the face of contrary evidence. 

The film, moreover, points to the complete lack of services and 
support in this remote alpine region. Recently ordered to leave school, 
Belli tutors her brother as best she can. But we learn that 3 years 
went by before the parents realized their son had developmental prob-
lems, when-the village doctor informed them that Franzi had_ been deaf 
since birth; And- though they refused to institutionalize their son, 
they were ill-prepared to so~ialize him at home. 

Franzi's deafness is used effectively as a metaphor in ALPINE FIRE. 
The director shows us that as a consequence of his deafness--or more 
precisely as a result of his family's lack of understanding of his 
deafness-~he is cut off from communicating and developing fully with his 
family. He is alone even with his family, the ones who love him most. 
His disability parallels the geographical isolation of the family--the 
family treks to the village below only every few months and never in 
winter--and the interpersonal distance within the family--even when his 
father does show tenderness, he treats Franzi more 11ke the family dog 
than like a son. 

As an aspect of the rhetorical structure of the film, disability is 
at center stage--it moves the plot. Also it is part of a complex 
whole--as icon imagery, deafness is deafness; as metaphor. deafness 
represents social and emotional isolation. The portrayal of disability-
is rarely sentimental. There is no happy ending, no sweet story of 
courage and inspiration. To the extent that Fredi Murer is able, in an 

·artful fasbion, to raise many important social and political issues 
about disabiity,. I hope this film receive~ the atte~tion and widespread 
distribution it deserves. Murer makes his audience work to appreciate 
the complex.story he develops. It is well worth the effort. 

Directo~ Littman is a master at head-on documentary shots of her 
subjects in NUMBER OUR. DAYS AND IN HER OWN TIME. Her films are like 
conversations; the people portrayed seem to speak individually to each 
person in the audience. NUMBER OUR DAYS, a film ethnography of·Barbara 
Myerhoff's time with elderly Jewish residents in Venice, California, 
focus~s on activities at a S~nior Citizens' Center and the companionship 
and c~maraderie shared by the BO and 90 year-olds. She tries to bring 
out the positive aspects of aging without much success. Person after 
person responds similarly: they reminisce about spouses; children and 
friends now dead: they express fears about their health: they worry 
about loneliness. While the film is not very objective or academically 
rigorous, it is a moving account of elderly people talking to us about 
their lives. 
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Myerhoff began another enthnographic work in the Hassidic Jewish 
community in Los Angeles. Shortly after the project began, she learned 
she was dying of cancer. IN HER OWN TIME is especially poignant as we 
see her realizing a sense of her own roots. She participates in several 
Hassidic rituals, including an effort to perform a miracle cure for her 
cancer. Her challenging questions about faith versus knowledge, about 
restrictions placed on women become tempered with greater understanding. 
In an interview with Myerhoff just prior to her death, we see that the 
film has been less an ethnography about the Orthodox Jewish cofumunity 
than a portrayal of her courage, confrontation with dying, and spiritual 
development. In IN HER OWN TIME she must come to terms with issues 
confronted by the elderly persons she interviewed in NUMBER OUR DAYS. 

8. A TEST OF LOVE and MASK: Lessons in watching the unwatchable 
by Kenneth Toran 

I didn 1 t want to see A TEST OF LOVE the first time it screened; it 
sounded off-putting and unappealing. I nearly walked out ~hile it was 
iunning, fearing I lacked the strength to stomach its subject matter. 
And when it was over, I felt this was one Australian production that 
would never find major domestic distribution (I was wrong; Universal 
picked it up). For A TEST OF LOVE--powerfu.l, disturbing, emotionally 
wrenching yet ultimately exhilarating--1s not simply the latest whatever 
from wherever. It accomplishes the most difficult task a creative piece 
can set for itself; it changes unalterably the way we look at the world. 

A TEST OF LOVE is a howl from another world, the world of severely 
physically disabled people. Based closely on a still-controversial 
r e a 1 - l i f e c o u r t c a s e , .i t i s , l i k e T H E M I RAC L E WO R K E R b e f o r e i t , t h e 
story of a complex, agonizing pupil-teacher relationship. It is the 
first film for director Gil Brealey, and though in terms of narrative 
structure and cinematic technique it is highly conventional, it is 
unforgetable for one simple reason: it has the courage to be the un-
fljnching film its strong subject matter demands. How sizable that 
accomplishment is becomes clear when A TEST OF LOVE is compared with 
MASK,· wh.ich, in one of those coincidences that seem 'to happen only in 
Hollywood, also deals with a significantly disabled individual. Yet just 
as A TEST OF LOVE challenges our preconceptions, MASK reinforces them, 
Hollywoodizing a situation that deserves better. Its lessons are so 
easily taught that in the end we learn nothing at all. 

After a grim opening--a stark image of Melbournets Brentwood Hospi-
tal and then a coldly furious anonymous voice denouncing ''the state's 
garbage bin" and demanding revenge--we are introduced to Jessica Hatha-
way (Angela Punch McGregor) on her first day at Brentwood, where she 
works with children in cell-like beds as a psychiatrist's assistant. 
Many have cerebral palsy and are unable to speak, their body movements 
an agonizing mass of uncontrollable, drolling twitches; all are assumed 
to be profoundly retarded. They're treated like potted plants, she 
tells her boyfr.iend David (Drew Forsythe). "Feed them, water them, put 
them .in the sun." 

Jessica becomes especially attracted to 13_-~~ar-old Annie O'Far-
rell, and over several years grows convinced that the girl has a bright, 
clevei mind imprisoned in a helpless body. She takes Annie home for 
weekends and teaches her to communi~ate by pointing at letters on an 
alphabet board. But because Jessica must physically help her point, and 
because Annie's intelligence would make everyone else who's been in-
volved with her--from hospital administrators to the girl's parents--
look like fools, incompetents or worse, the medical establishment ac-
cuses her of being misguided, of seeing what she wants to see, and 
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abs o 1 u te 1 y .refuses to accept her cone l us ions. Making t'hi ngs more com-
p I ex and the film more provocative is that the e~perience of living in 
Brentwood since she was 3 and having "a body ·tha·t w.on't _work. for you, 
you know it.won't work for you, and you ca·n•t eve·n k:u1·yourself," has 
turned Annie i~to a bitt~r. furio~s little perstin who ii rebellious 
enough to go a g a i n s t he r be s t i n t e re s t s and· con s i s t en t I y. sab otage J e s s i -
ca' s attempts to free her. 

A key to A TESi OF LOVE's success. is the pains scriptwriters Chris 
Bortbwibk and John Patterson have gone to in the name of verisimilitude. 
It is. bas~d on Anne McDonald and Rosemary Crossley•s (the real Annie and 
Jessica) book Annie's ·comin~ Out. Borthwick and Patterson were involved 
in the ~election process of the ·you~g actt~ss· Tina A~h~ndis, who also 
has· the same physical problems as the real Annie, as well. as the 30 
other disabled children in the film. The movie is held together, too. 
by the powerful performance of Angela· Punch McGregor, one of Australia's 
most prominent actresses. She is on sc~een about 90% of _the time and hs 
to convey a di£ficult kind of duality. On the .one hand, Jessica· is a 
tireles-s crusader, a Mother T_ere·sa role· mo.del determi·ne_d _to free Annie 
in the face of all kinds of resistance~ Yet the film doesn't short-
change how difficult do-goodism can. be to work with, let alone· live 
with. 

A TEST 0~ LOVE forces us to recognize how badly we tend to interact 
with people with disabilities and what the cost of that queasiness is in 
terms of wasted li~es. MASK, tinfortunately, takes the opposite tack. 
Having made one tough choice--deciding to make a film about a person 
with a severe facial disfig.urement--director Bogdanovich and screen-
write.r Anna Hamilton P-helan felt Justified in taking· the easy way out at 
every other turn. The result is a film which in effect congratulates 
rather than challenges its .audienc.~, presenting disa.b-led people not as 
rea.l human beings justifiably i.n.furi~ted by_ our· benigh neglect, but as 
saintly types untroubled by::.'th~(:df(f·i.~µ'J1:·y:<fhe rest>of ·c:re.ation has .in 
coming to grips with their d'fs'ab.i;ilit-ie,f( . . . . . 

MAS I< , l i k e LO V.E , is has e c:i on .a. real story , that ··of 15 -ye a r - o 1 d 
Rocky Denn 1 s , born w i ·th c r a ni o di aphys ea l . d y sp1 as i a , a. k . a·. . l i on i t i s , . a 
rare, disfiguring disease that dep~sits excessive amounts_ of ca1c·1um on 
the skull, giving him a huge, C,isconcertingly ·mask-like face. Yet 

. u n 1 i k e LOVE , MASK 1 s a fairy ta 1. e front start t9 .finish . Take Rocky ' s 
surroundings, for instanc~. :He:li~es out in Azusa· with Rusty, his 
motorcycle-mama mother, an-d has.• an.·;erit.i:re gang of. Hell.' s 'Angels 
knockoffs named the Tur.ks as de· ::rictc{··guifrdi';fns:' :.. ·Bu:t. far·"from being 
threatening, these bikers act 1U<e,_Rot\ir'ians i-n:<1ea::ther·/ And despite an 

· e.xcellent performance by Cher,· t'he· attem·pts to ·port:ra,y ·Rusty as a woman 
having serious problems with prom'i·sc·-ut,t,y ~:nd d:ru.gs· ·have a ',halfhearted 
feel to them. And then there is Rocky·hi~self. His sufferings seem to 
have, in an almost mystical way, set him• free. This kid, his disfigure-
ment no t w i th s ·t and i n g , i s c r as hi n g l y no rm a 1 , s o we 11 adj us t e d i t hurt s , 
not to mention brainy enough to.- w_in ..ooci les of honors and: courageous 
enough to try an,d pry . m o.m. ·l o,o se ., f:tcCfn{ <:those.·. nas:t•y: dru:g:~ ;'•.t.·Er i c Stoltz , 
t h e a C t O r Un d e r n e a t h t he Cll 111 b e r s me .in a ke. Up '; ,has · ~:fo 'l.y::- .fri s eye S , Vo 1 c e 
and body ·movement s t o c on v e y ch a.r a.c t er , and i n . a way : he do e s too go o d a 
j o b o f .ma k i n g Rb ck y o u t t o be j u s t a. r·e g u 1 a r guy . C 1 ear l y t he re a I 
Rocky ·was ~ot the kind of disturber-of-the-peace Annie •as, but s~rely 
he had more moment.s of doubt and angu_ish than. the. film. ~I lows. Is it 
really necessary for him t'o faJLi'n ·1ove.·with··.a ·bl·iii•d· girl. (Laura Dern) 
who looks like. Grace· Kelly for ·us ·to get the point that :_this guy is 
beaut i f u l on the . i n s i de? Wha t 1 s esp e c i a 11 y · i n s 'i d'io us 'about a 11 th i s i s 
the way ft· fla'ttersthe,au'dlence;;:Rocky.t.s·s?. clear}y-'·a .. candidate for 
canonization that we 'iliev·ifa b ly :>f,e'.•e1· ,s·up·erf.01<··.t·o·.:ithe.. m'i S'g.u i ded twerps 
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who don't treat him right--we are in fact encouraged to assume that we 
too would undetstand and make' nice if we were ever to meet a Rocky type 
face, where in ·fact the kind of resistance expressed in A TEST OF LOVE 
would doubtless be considerably closer to the truth. 

Perhaps this is being ·too harsh on MASK. It is a sincere enough 
film, albeit a sanitized one, and its situation is strong ~nough, with 
the help of Stoltz's and Cher's acting, to provide more than ordinary 
emotional heft. Yet it is-difficult not to be irritated by MASK's insis-
tence on making the unpalatable palatablep by the knowledge that this 
story could and should have ·had more of an edge and therefore more of an 
impact. Why take on a tough story in the first place if you intent to 
sugarcoat it to death? Again, A TEST OF LOVE pr-0vides a comparison. 
I t ' s not t hat , ft i s de v o i d o f s en t i men t a l i t y -- - far from i t . Rather p i n · 
its forthright ·approach to its material, it has earned the right to its 
softhearted .aspects . MASK , sadly , h a·s not . (Edited version of review 
which appeared in California Magazine, April 1985, reprinted with per-
miss i o·n) 

C. MEETING GROUND: PHYSICIANS AND THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED 
by Nora Groce (Harvard Medical School, Harvard Univ.) 

So~e films do not break new ground but instead allow us a good 
overview .. MEETING GROUND, produced, directed and distributed by Melissa 
McCaJ?pbell (35 Osgood Street, #3, Somerville, MA 02143; 617/776-1343), is 
such a film. While applicable to a wider audience, it may best be used 
as an educational film for those studying medicine, as it specifically 
seeks to create a dialogue between physicians and disabled individuals. 
Through interviews and commentary, topics such as disability and th~ 
"sick role" model, physicians as gatekeepers, telethons, sexuality, and 
the Independent Living Movement are discussed. Many of the most perti-
nent issues in disability studies are touched upon. There are some 
problems, however. Covering so ~iny tppics in a 43 minute film (in 
color) means that we often leap from subject to subject--a process I 
fo~nd at times to be dizzying. Yet it is important to keep in mind that 
the f i l mm a k er at t em p t s to;.: ·addr;~f s s a .re a 1 pro b 1 em i n tar g e t i n g a med i ca l 
audience. Medical schools rarely touch on the social implications of 
having a disability. Few have courses on disabled people, and these 
courses are by no means mandatory. For many physicians, a single film 
such as MEETING GROUND may be the only exposure they will ever have to 
issues of concern in the disability communi.ty. Hence, the filmmaker is 
commended for trying to pack so much into this relatively short film. A 
thoughtfully prepared study guide is a valuable addition. 'MEETING 
GROUND is a solid film and it is recommended. 

WE.LL. HER€ we Y£5. W&,
IIR6. UH ....ll~ NO ... I WAN 
IN BLOOM JI/ST Aff.W 
COUHTY IJJNG, MOflTHS, LEGS HAlFWAY.BOBBI ? PCTIIAUY. SHAVeP? 

I \ I \ 

MEDIA AWARDS-: PRESENT AND FUTURE 

A. SUPERFEST, An Inte~national Media Festival on Disabilities, has 
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beeome presti~ious annual ·festival of ~udio/visual materials produced 
for and viewed by professionais in the field of disabilities since it 
evolved 1-1 years· ago.- In 1982 ft became the p_rimary project of the 
Cor~rirat]on on Disabilities and Telecom~unication,· whose goals are to 
promote the-~roduction of quality films and videotapes about disabili-
ties and individuals with disabilities; to provide a forum for media 
producers, distributors, and consumers; and to disseminate information 
about new media productions. Films and vt~eotapes have come from 
schools, rehab centers, students, cable, 'ublic. and commercial TV sta-
tions, professional filmmakers and producers and have focused on daily 
living experiences, school, disability prevention, relationshipsi and 
various sociaJ and cultural issues. Exemplary entries are. selected by 
the P~eview Committees (this year's deadline was June 15) and sent to 
the Awards Selection Committee (early Fall) who chooses the Best of the 
Festival and the final award winners. Winners participate•in SUPERFEST 
Regional Festivals touring at least 15 sites, including cable stations, 
PBS affiliates and live audiences. 

SUPERFEST '85 Winners have been compiled into a 90-minute Special 
Pr e s en tat i on now .av a i l ab 1 e f o·r PBS d i s t r i but i on . The Sp e c i a l Pr e s en t a -
tion included interviews with some -·of the award-winning producers, 
filmmakers and writers as well as screenings of the 4 winning produc-
ttons. The winn~rs were: 

11 Wilderness Access" - survival camping trip in the Ontario wilder-
ness where people with and without disabilities learn their own 
strengths and weaknesses. 

"Little People" - a socio-:-cultural look at little people in Ameri-
ca, highlighted by poignant ind honest glimpses into the lives of 
several dwarfs. including actors, teaachers and activists. 

"T.e11 Them I'm a Mermaid" - a musical theater piece written, di..;. 
~ected and performed by 7 talented women who happen to have disabili7· 
ties. 

"Itzhak Perlman: In My Case Music" - of the celebrated violinist 
sharing his wit, talent.and concerns with his family, a group of school 
children who.are disabled, and architects designing a symphony hall. 

For mor,e information on SUPER.FEST, contact: Rusty or Don at Corpo 1 
ration on Disa~ilities and Telecommunication, P.O. Box 21573, Los 
Angeles, CA 90027, 213/836-5124; or SUPER~EST, Div. of Instructional 
Media and Informati~n Sy.stems, Los Angeles County, Office of Education, 
9 3 o o E . I mp e r i a l Hi g h way , Downe y , ·CA 9 o2 4 2 - 2 8 9 O : 2 1 3 / 9 2 2 - 6 1 o· 7 . 

B. American Association of Disability Communicators/PresJdent's Com-
·mittee on Employment of the Handicapped 

1985 MEDIA AWARDS: 
Disabilitf ~ag arid its iditor Mary Johnson for the general coverage 

of disability related activi~ies. 
WXoN~Tv ·in $outhfi~ld, Ml and its co~munity affairs direct-0r Joe 

Dzenowagis for the production and hosting of "Survival 84", a 14-part, 
7 - h r . p r i me t i m e TV s e r i e ·s o n de v e l o pm e,n t a l d i s ab i 1 i t i e s . 

Nat Hen to ff , co 1uinn i s·-t·· t' o·r. New ·-vcfrk-' s Y.!ll~!rn. Y.Q.!.£.!t newspaper for 
h i s hard - h i t t i n g s er i e s o f c·o-1 um ns on t he Baby Jane Doe c as e . 

Marcia Byars Warnock, producer and assistant manager of WSCI-FM, 
South ·carolina Educational TV/Radi.o for her original radio program, 
11 
· L i n t heads , " a do cum e n ta r y on ·a co t t on mi 11 v i 11 age i n So u th Car o 1 i n a as 
seen through the eyes of a disabled engineer. 

The Disabled American Veterans for a multi-media campaign produced 
by Tom Keller on the employment needs of disabled people. v 

Ptoducers of outstandirig public s~rvice announcements: Laura Ofte-
dah l Of t he Affl e r i Can CO Un C i l f Or the 8 l i 11 d f O r a rad i O ·PS A , " LOW 
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Y i s i o n 11 

; :·H o p e Ya s u i , s p e c i a l a s s i s t an t a t . t he Ca l i f o r n i a Go v e r no r I s 
Committee on. the Employment of-the Handicapped, for a 30-second TV-PSA, 

•.flEmploy Disabled People''; Catherine Raggio, ex~cutive di~ector of the 
Maryland State Planning Council for Developmental Disabilities, for her 
30-;second TV-PSA, "Debbie". 

1986 MEDIA AWARDS: 
'' Conn e ct i on , " a week l y . Nat i on a l Pub 1 i c Rad i o program , ho s t e d by Ed 

Walker, who is blind, and produced by Sora Newman. 
"Breaking Sound Barrie1:.s," a commercial TV program profiling young 

adults who are deaf and the. innovative programs available to them in the 
Buffalo, NY are.a; produced by· Kare:r.r Sacks of W-IVB TV.'." Buff al~. 

"Inside Out--Upside Down," a commercial TV play.written by 4 teen-
agers tin .the mi~unde~standings between disabled and nondi~abled people; 
produced by Michael Lombardi of WHAS~TV, Louisville, KY. 

"On Our Own," a cable and public TV series covering critical issues 
of concern to people with disabilitie~ and\their families; produced by 
the Young Adult Institute, New York, NY. 

" Li k e a Pe r s o n , " a 6 O s e co n d p u b l i c· s er vi c e TV an noun cement wi th ·a 
man-on-the-street approach to public attitudes towards people with disa-
b 1 1 i ties ; prod 0. _c e d by George Mc Na _11 y , UC P , New York , NY . 

11 Compatible Hardware," a pr,int andertisement produced by IBM, Armonk, 
NY.· 

"Movin' Out on the Eden Express," an article, written by Maryellen 
Kennedy , ass J st ant e di tor of T!!.h.!~.§. mag a z 1.ri e , Knox v- i l·le , TN ; about a 
California restaurant that tr~irrs .and hir·es disabled workers. 

C. 198 6 PC EH ( Pres i dent ' s ·. Comm i t tee on Em p 1 o y men t of the ff and i cap p'e-d ) 
Book Award Winners: · 

Browne, Susan E; , Debra· c:onnors ,· and Nancy Stern. With the Power of 
Each Breath: A Disabled Women~s_Anth~iogx.- Cleis Press.-~~ii.-i~x-iiii,--
Pi,ttsburgh, PA 16221,· 1985.· . . . 

ant~ology of autobiographical stories of ~is~bled women 

Di ck man , I r v i ng R . w i th Dr . So 1 · Go rd on . · Q.!!~ M.!.di.£:1~ !!.! !! !i!!l~ . 
Simon & Schu·ster, 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New Y.orJ<, NY 10020. 

guiqe for parents of disabled children--bi'r:t)1~ to· adulthood 

· Eldridie, Leslie. R Is for R~ading. National Libra~y Service for 
th~ Bltnd and Physically H~ndicapped, Library of Congress, 1291 Taylor 
Street NW., Washiniton, DC 20542, 1985. 

assessment of nati'onal library services to blind and 
physically disabled children 

For;.eck,i, Marcia C. §.!!~~~ 1.Q ,M~·. Gallaudet Col'iege Press, 800 
Flor.i,da Ave., NE, Waship.Jton, DC 20002, 1985. 

autobjography of mother who copes with young son's deafness 

Fr~ t z ; Georgene and Nan·cy Smith. !h~ !!~~r.f.n.g l!!!Irn.!£.~.Q §.!!!~.!Q.X~~l. An 
!!!!1!!1!.12.~.Q R~.§.Q.J!.!:£~ . CQ 1 l e g e ·Hi 11 Pre s s , 4 2 8 4 4 ls t S t . , ~an D i ego , CA 
92105~ 1985. . . 

manual for supervisors w1th hearing impair~d empl6yees 

, Gallagher, Hugh Gregory .. f.QR~!'. ~~.!&.!!!t!.i\ .Q~Q~Q!.!Q!!• Dodd, Mead. and 
Co., 79 Madi son Ave., New Yo·rk; NY· 10016 .. 1985. · 

biography of Frank1in Roosevelt's experiences with polio and 
his .concealment of his disabil·i~y during his political career 
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Lane, Harlan. ~h~n the Mind Hears: A Historl of the Deaf. Random 
House, 201 East 50th St;, New' York, NY 10022,, 1984. 

history of deaf people ,:thr·ough: the voice. of Laurent. Clerc 

Scheiber, Barbara and Jeanne Talpers. £~mRY! Access for L~arning 
Disabled Students. Closer Look, Parent's Campaign fdr Handicapped Chil-
dren and Youth, 1201 16th St., N~, Washingto~. DC 20036. 

guide to succ~s•ful, post-secondary education of learning 
disabled youth and adults 

Sutherland, Allan T. Disabled We Stand. Indiana University Press, 
10th & Morton_St., Bloomington, IN 1985. 

analysis of roots and practic~ of societal diseriminati~n 
against disabled people 

D. Retirement Research Foundation 1986 National Media Award Winners 
focused on. some aspect of agini. 

TELEVISION FICTION: 
1st Prize - noo You Remember Love.". produced by James Thompson a_nd 

Wayne Threm; distributed by Dave Bell P~oductions. This 2-hr. made-for-
TV movie stars Joanne Woodward as a poet and college professor who 
contracts Alzheimer's Disease at the height of her creative prowess but 
is determined to hold on as long as possible to her dignity as a woman 
respected· in her community and. needed. oy, her husba.nd and family. 

TRAINING FILMS AND VIDEO TAPlS~ 
111st Prize - The Challenge of Aging:· Jewish Ethnicity in Later 

Life," produced and distributed by Mirror Productions, is a 30..,minute 
video that stimulates awarness of the many ways ethnic culture can serve 
as a positive resource for aging. 

2nd Prize - "The S•i.xth Sense·,•" produce·d by Clem Hallquist, 
distributed by Exar Communicatirins, Inc~, is a 30-mfn~te·training film 
narrated by Arlene Francis that demonstrates the sensory ch~nges of the 
elderly and offers practical approaches to adjusting physical and human. 
envirrinments to accommodate these changing sehses. 

11Honorable Mention - The Best of You ... The Best of Me,·" produced by 
Lucy Jones for the Pennsylvania Dept. of Aging, is a 30-minutes video 
highlights intergenerational programs in Pennsylvania and demonstrates 
the development and replicability of cross-generational programs. 

11Hon o r ab 1 e Mention - An Ag i n g Pro c es s - Os t e op o,r o s i s , " produced by -
Fairview General Audio-Visuals, discusses the prevention and early 
detection of Osteoporosis, a major health problem in the U.S., costing 

·an estimated $3.8 billion ann~ally and affecti.ng 15-20 million people. 
INDEPENDENT FILMS AND VIDEO TAPES 
1st Prize - !fearing: Families Coping with Alzheimer's Disease,lf 

produced by David H. Gluck, di~tributed b~ Alzeheimer's Disease and 
Related Disor~ers Assoc .. is a 28-minute film that shows the day to day 
lives of 3 families who are coping with different stages of Alzheimer's 
Disease as we 11 as st rate g 1 es f o.r · co pl ng. With t h.e disease t h.o me . 

2nd Prize - "My Mother Married Wi lbu,r ·stump, II produced by Skip 
Sweeney, dist~ibuted by Video Free. America, is a 28-minute video that 
tells the story of a 54~year-oldlwom~n who br~aks with tradition and 
priorfety to mar~y.the man she loves a~idst the protests of her family 
and friends. 

Certificate of Recognition - ~o Appalshop for theLr commitm~nt and 
accomplishments in producing video histor:ies of·'older.: Americans in 
Appalachia as part of the· Headqu:art.ers s:eriies'._~:'. 

NONFICTION TELEVISION 
1 s t Pr i Z e - 11 What Abo U t Mom ·-and Dad? ". prod U c·e d by .· 0 fr a B i k e l and 
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distributed by Frontline - WGBH-TV. is a 1-hr. film that examines the 
social revolution underway in• the U.S. -created by the aging of the 
population. What does it mean to have aging parents? 

2nd Pr i z e -- "A l z he i mer '· s D.i. seas e : The Long Goodbye , " produced by-
M~ r y Childes and Diana Davis and distributed by WBS-TV, is a 90-minute 
live-to-tape program that ex.amines what life is like for those 
struggling with Alzheimer's Disease through interviews with sufferers 
and their f~milies. 

Honorable Mention -- "Alzheimer I s ... The Th.ief of Mtnds," produced by 
Tom O'Neal, is a 5 part news series on how the disease can virtually 
dest.roy a normal life. 

Spec.ial Achiev.ement Award - "GrowJng Old in America," ABC TV, is a 
3-hr. prime ti~e program t4at examines the problems, per6eptions and 
realities of America~s aged and their families and the public policies 
which shape the reality. 

Special AchJevment Award - "Aging: A Family Affair," WTVF, 
Nashville, TN, is a 3-week series of over 2 dozen news reports 
addressing aging and its impact on individuals and families. A 3-hr. 
special phone-in 1·n which specialists answered questions from the public 
completed the series. The Helpline phone number created continues as a 
permanent community resource for questions related to aging. 

For information on the 1987 Competition (deadline Februari 2, 
li~1), contact: Terry Lawler, Competi_tion Coordinat-0r, Retirement 
Research Foundation National Media Awards, 163 A West 19th St., #814, 
New York, NY 10011; 718/624-0625. 

E. Media Access Office's 1985 Annual Media Access Awards to commend 
and encourage the entertainment industry to continue improving por-
trayals and increasing employment of media professionals with disabili-
ties, in front of the camera and behind the scenes: 

FEATURE FILMS: "Mask", "A Test of Love" 
MOVIE MINI--SERIES: "A Summer to Remember" 

11Co MED Y SER I Es E P I so DE : Gi mm e a Break " ( " Earthquake '' e p i s ode ) 
DRAMATIC SERIES EPISODE: "The Fa.11 Guy" ( "The Winner"· episode) 
SERIES AS A WHOLE: "T.J. Hooker" 
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING: "Powerhouse" ("Just One of theGang") 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS/SERIES AS A WHOLE: "New Forces"/KTTV (single segment); 
"Eye on LA"/KABC - Bree Wa.lker 
CABLE: "Soldiers in Hiding" for HBO 
DAYTIME (soap opera): "Capitol" 
PSA: "Buckle-up Campaign" 
MAGAZINE FORMAT: "Hour Magazin.e"/Jim Troesh 
SPECIAL: "Star.i.ng Back" 

11NEWS: ABC's "20/20"/ Itzak Perlman" 
ADVERTISING: "Plymouth Voyager" 
DOCUMENTARY: "Choosing a Victory" 
EDUCATIONAL: "It's a Good S.ign" 
THEATER: "H~nds of Its Enemy"/Mark Taper Forum 

11RADIO: KPSA/Berkeley D.isability Rap" 
STUDENT FILM: Wyzensky's "Navy" 
~N PRINT: American Behavioral Scientist, "Disability and 
Rehabilitation Policy" issue 
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION FOR AN INDIVIDUAL: Lou Shaw, producer of 
"Fa l 1 Guy" 
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION FOR AN O~GANIZATION: Silent Network 
INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT: Bree Walker, anchor woman/KGTV San Diego 
OUTSTANDING- MEDIA EMPLOYER: R.ick Husky, "'f.J. Hooker" 
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ACCESS SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS: Nancy Becker_·Kehnedy, Shawn Casey 
O'Brien, R. David Smith · · ·. ·· · · · · ·. 

The deadline for the 1986 Access- Aw~rds· is_···Augus·t 15.i. 1986. In terms of 
"media products", they must have aired .or been released from May 16, 
1985 through August 15, 1986. Contact: tari Susan Hartman, Media Access 
Office, 1313 N. Vine St.' Rm. 163, Hollywood. CA 90028. 213/464·-4366 

. . .· ' . J 

F. The 4th Annual Ameriean Assoc~ ·for the Advancement of Science 
Photography Contest is under~ay for photographs that stimulate curio~ity 
about some aspect of the world we live in or t~at help explain how it 
works_. Judging criteria for the awards include subject interest, ~esthe-
tic quality and technical excellence or difficulty. First place prizes 
of $1000 will.be awarded for 3 categories: the Physical World, the 
Living World, and the Human World. Honorable mentions receive $100. 
Entries can be either black-and-whit~ or color. Student entries are 
encouraged and will _be judged separately. Winners will receive certifi-
cates and a $100 prize. Contest is- open to all except employees of AAAS 
and their ,relatives. There is a $5 entry fee for adults and $2 for 
students (high schobl or youriger). Entries must be postmarked no later 
than Oct~ber 1.i. 1986. 

G. KaleidoscoRe, the international m~gazine of literature, fine arts, 
and disability, announces its Fourth Annual International Poetry, Fie-· 
tion, and Art Awards Contest. Entries should reflect the theme ~f disa-
bility in the categories of poetry, fiction, or vistial art. The compe~ 
tition is open to all writers and artists-who should submit previously 
unpublished or unexhibited work~. Send photocopies of manuscripts or 
duplicates of slides by SeQt. 15~ 1986. Include a biographical sketch 
and self-ad~r~ssed stamped envelope. Entry fee is $4 in the U.S. and $5 
~lsewhere. Contaci: Gail Willmdtt, Contest Coordinaor, Kaleidoscope, 326 
Lricust St., Akron, OH 44302. 

M:U..IT5ED\5 
l'Ve GOTA HEUO!.. 
CQJFUOF £1DW)UM'f
llSEl£55 "U5et.e5S 
t.Jffi35, UMBS?"' BIRPSOFA 

I I FEATUER! 

BOOK NOTES 

· A. Banner, Loi~ W. American Beautx, Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 
1984, 369 pp., $9. 95 paper. ·· · 

The meaning of disability a~ong -omeri c~nnot be done without a 
context and Lois W. Banner's book 6erta1nly provides an important one. 
The anchor. points of her social hi~tory·are the iridustrialization of 
Americia during the Civil W~r Era and the pre-depression period of the 
flapper. Relating it. often to the socio-cultural climate, she traces 
the shifting models of American beauty: the oval face and the heart-
shaped mouth of~ the steel-engraving look-~ the boyish soubrette: the 
Gibson Girls and the advanc~ of naturalness. No model ever held com-
pl et e sway but each a ch i eve d s u ff i c i en t wave s of pop u l a r i t y · t o def·i n e 
who was in and who was out·. Though disability never takes center stage 
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in this narrative, its cousin "iilness and feebleness" often does. In 
the late .19th and early 20th century, when TB was both the major cause 
of mortality and morbidity, there is a curious intertwining of society's 
inability to cope with standards of beauty. Sensitivity, often a sign 
of royalty, became increasingly measured by the presence of frailty and 
fainting spells. As Banner concludes, "It may be argued that society 
coped with the disease's threat by investing its victims with a special 
grace, by seeing in them the ultimate expression of-the sacrificial 
s p i r i t ua 1 i t y , e X p e C t e d O f a 11 wO m e n ; . . I n d e e d p e r ha p s t h e a t t e mp t . t O C O p e 
with the threat of consumption went even further than glorifying its 
victims. Women may have triumphed over the fear of infection by af 
fecting its symptoms and, by thus unconsciously expressing solidarity 
with all fema'ie sufferers, may have anesthes.ized its dread impact." 
With such provocative insights is this ~ocial, cultural, and even poli-
tical history of the American beauty ·sprinkled. (Reviewed by Irving 
Kenneth Zola, Sociology, Brandeis University) 

B. Berg, Geri (Ed.). The Visual Arts and Medical Education. 
Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1983, 147 pp.· $14.95. 

Viney, Linda L. lmag~s of Illness. Malabar, FL: Robert E. Krieger, 
1983,· 150 pp. No price given. 

Sandblom, Philip .. Creativitf and Disease. Philadelphia, PA: George 
F . S t .i ck l e y , 19 8 2 • 1 3 9· pp . $ 1 2 . 0 0 . 

These 3 books build cin the contemporary appreciation that the 
patient's and the doctor's confrontation with illness is enriched on 
both sides by the creativity, imagery and perception of each. They 
signal the fact that medicine is groping toward a synthesis of its 
instrumental and its interpretive faces. Medicine perhaps has matured 
enough as a science to behold its essentially social and metaphorical 
roles in people's lives. Although these realizations create tension in 
the daily lives of practitioners, they simultaneously increase potential 
sources of wisdom and widen appropriate concerns and rewards. 

The most successful by far of these books is The Visual Arts in 
Medical Education edited by Geri Berg. This book is to be lauded for 
its process as well as its content. The collection of essays springs 
from a series of 5 long dialogues sponsored by the Institute on Human 
Value in Medicine and the Society for Health and Human Values. The 8 
dialogists come from backgrounds of medicine, psychiatry. social work, 
religious ~tudies, art history, arch1tect;ure and photography,. including 

··several who are members of more than one of these disciplines. These 
professionals and artists are particularly well suited to the task of 

..discerning the connection between medicine and the visual at·ts. They 
have pondered these issues in their own professional lives and bring to 
the dialogues their pers6nal experiences in bridging the conceptual and 
contextual distance between medicine and art. They approach the topic 
with appropriate wryness and caution and manage to avoid the trap of 
prophesy or messianic posturing. Among the many points of clarity are 
suggestions that the' aesthetic stance is in fact akin to the clinical 
one in its demand to see without judgment. that there are no preexisting 
categories of meaning either in the creation of a work of art or in the: 
caring of patients, that pure attention in which there is no sense of 
self cir separateness is required for the creative work to proceed. 

Images of Illness is the misleading title of a study written by 
psychologist Linda Viney about the ways in which patients perceive their 
illnesse_s. The author .catalogues a series of ~images', which ought more 
appropriately to have been called themes or currents. She details 
images of anger, helplessness, depression, isolation, uncertainty, hu-
mour, personal relationships and competence which surfaced in conversa~· 
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tions between the research staff and the patients. In each chapter, 
she describes research linkin~ the theme to good or poor health out-
comes. The author has a palpable desire to believe in causal relation-
ships between. emotional and physical health and overinterprets _studies 
of psychological ramifications of disease, in some cases quite bla-
tantly, in support of this belief. The work is useful in pointing to 
the perceptions of patients as an important component of the reality of 
their i 11 n es s . ' Pat i en ts d.o see them s el ves met a p ho r i ca 1 l y , fan ta st i ca l -
ly, in ways that invite interpretation. This study makes the worthwhile 
suggestion to health professionals to elicit these perceptions ai they 
accompany patients through illness. 

Philip Sandblom, author of Creativit£ and !!!Il~!!, is a surgeon and 
art connoisse~r. He takes it upon himself ·the peculiar task of .re-
porting on the diagnoses of prominent artists, musjcians and writers and 
of musing on the effect of the illness on the art. The tales of illness 
are interesting in a voyeuristic way, engrossing in their compilation of 
retrospective.diagnoses of the diseases of well-known people. Although 
the author has.a wealth of data and a deep knowledge of his material, 
little synthesis or new ideas emerge from this work. The book is hand~ 
somely designed, lavishly illustrated, and includes an exhaustive bib-
liogr~phy. 

In summary, these books, although by no means uniformly successful 
as works on their own, attest to the increasing attention being paid to 
the creative and imaginative aspects of health and illness. The first 
is heartily recommended to all with a stake in the search for meaning in 
the health professions; the others are taken as evidence that medicine 
is deepening its awarenss of its own complexity. Their combination 
spells optimism for medicine and its perception of itself. (Edited 
review by Rita Charon. Dept. of Medicine. Columbia University; original 
review appeared in Social Science and Medicine, 20:3, 1985 pp. 301) 

C. Berger, Arthur Asa. Media Analxsis Technigues (Vol 10, The Sage 
CommText Series). Beverly 'Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1982, l60pp. 
paper $8.95. 

This is a useful introduction to several of the most c-ommon per-
spectives used in analyzing the media: semiotics, sociology, Marxism, 
and psychoanalysis. The basic concepts as well as the operationaliza-
tion of these into specific questions and techniques are presented along 
w~th some of their strengths and weaknesses. Not content with mere 
explanation, Berger applie~ each of these perspectives to 4 quite di-
verse cultural phenomena: the movie (Murder on the Orient Express), 
.football, fashion advertising, and all-news radio. He writes so clear-
ly -with insight, wit, and a marvelous eye for detail--that I learn 
something even when I disagree (e.g., his -analysis of the football vs. 
baseball world would lead you to believe that the latter is no longer 
watched, appreciated or even loved.) Though it is by no means defini~ 
tive in all the available perspectives and techniques of media analysis, 
it does alert the reader not only to the range of modes of- interpreta-
tion but also of experience. Just as different analysts may see dif-
ferent things in the same phenomena, so also may different_aJJdiences. 
At the same time, a particµlar audience may experience a variety of 
feelings simultaneously or over time--i.e., they may remember it dif-
ferently or draw different thoughts later. (Reviewed by Irving Kenneth 
Zola. Sociology, Brandeis University) 

D. Davis, Richard H. and James A. Davis. TV's Image of the Elderl1: A 
Practical Guide for Change. Lexington, MA: Lexington Books/DC Heath, 
1985, 288 pp., $27.50. 
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The title of this book is somewhat misleading. Although it con 
tains a chapter on ·images of ol4er people in various kinds of TV pro-
gramming, it is not primarily a study of those images. It is rather. as 
the subt•itle indicates, a handbook for creating new broadcast depictions 
and for utilizing the medium. 

Summarizing the research on TV portrayals of older people, Davis 
and Dav i s r e po· r t t ha t ch a r a c t e r s o v e r 6 5 a c co u n t f o r be twee n 1 . 3 % and 
1.5% of the fictional population. This is comparable to the findings 
for disabled characters, but we need much more research on this subject. 
There are some similarities in the depictions of older and of disabled 
characters. Both are often made victims. Older characters, especially 
in daytime dramas, are frequently insightful advice-givers. Blind 
people are of~eh portrayed in this way. Non-fictional shows (e.g., 
"Real People") presenting energetic and physically active older people 
and fictional portrayals of them as sexually active, the authors sug-
gest, may, in fact, simply be reverse stereotypes, the inverted image of 
the more common characterization of older people as sick and dependent. 
This is ~omparable to the linkage between non-fictional portrayals of 
courageous "super crips" "overcoming" their "handicaps"• and the usual 
fictional depictions of disabled people as physically dependent because 
they are emotionally maladjusted to their disabilities. In order to 
explore more deeply the similarities and dissimilarities between portra-
yals of older people and disabled people, we ~eed much more extensive 
research on the latter subject. 

For those unfamiliar with the workings of the broadcast industry, 
they offer a useful introduction and data on the viewing habits of the 
older audience. We need this sort of information on disabled viewers. 
The second half of the book gives practical advice to community groups 
on how to get their own shows on the air and how to produce those 
programs. An appendix provides sample scripts and suggests program 
topics. Another chapter offers tips on how to make effective appear-
ances on interview shows. A final chapter recommends ways to advocate 
with broadcasters and legislators for media access and against ageist 
stereotypes. The focus here is on the issues and concerns of older 
persons, but any disability community group could successfully apply the 
advice for themselves. This book could be a most helpful guide to gain 
access to TV, correcting stereotyped portrayals, and promoting disabili-
ty rights issues. (Reviewed by Paul K. Longmore, Univ. of Southern 
California) 

E. Friedman, Leslie J. §~! R2l~ Stereotx~ing in the Mass Media: An 
-Annotated B1bliograBhX, New York: Garland Publishing, 1977, 340 pp., 
$42.00. 

This over 1000 item 6ross-reference bibliography is primarily the 
literature of a decade. I do not mean that Friedman cites no literature 
in the 1950's or 1960's but rather that it reflects the outpouring of 
feminist concern, given name by Betty Friedan and echoed in the founding 
of M§ M~g~~in~, with over 90% of the documents having a 197- publishing 
date. The author's purpose is to bring together the many studies, 
content analyses. and published opinions concerning sex stereotypes in 
the media in order to put past research into historical perspective and 
to offer direction for future research. In this she has admirably 
succeeded. The language is accessible and the information sufficiently 
detailed to get a sense of what the document was all about and whether 
the reader wishes to obtain the full version. The annotations are 
divided into several parts, each with subsections: Mass Media, Adver-
tising, Broadcast Media (really TV), Film, Print Media, Popular Culture 
(music, humor, comics, science fiction), the Media Image of Minority 
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Group Women, The Media Image of Men, Children's Media, The Impact of 
Media Stereotypes on Occupational Choice. Assuming comprehensiveness, 
it is worth noting that nothing was apparently written up until 1977 
about stereotyping of women with disability. The fact that this biblio-
graphy essentially ends in 1976 does not, however, limit its usefulness. 
Fried~an has set a standard of exhaustiveness and readability from which 
any bibliographic work could benefit. (Reviewed by Irving Kenneth Zola, 
Sociology, Brandeis University) 

F . Ga 11 a g her , Hugh G . , FDR ' s S,Q_l end id .Q~.£~.Q.!.!.Q.!! . New York : Dodd Mead & 
Co., 1985, 250 pp., $16.95. 

In his book, Hugh Gallagher, a Washington-based writer and politi-
cal scientist,· give substance to what many of us have long believed: 
though undeniably a good President and person, FDR was and is a ques 
tionable role model for the handling of disability. Gallagher traces 
the reactions of FDR, his family, and colleagues from the moment of his 
polio onset ip 1921 until his death in 1945. He questions how such a 
traumatic and devastating event could be so consistently dismissed in 
the standard biographies as just something he overcame. Gallagher 1 s 
explanation of what was at stake in such a deception is worth quoting: 
"In a very real way a nation does not want a crippled man as its Presi-
dent; it doe~ not wish to think of its leader as impaired. Roosevelt was 
undeniably and obvio·usly a crippled man. Literally millions of people 
saw him moving down h1s railroad ramp, bent over like a praying mantis, 
or hobbling painfully slowly on the arm of his son. Crippled or not, 
the nation wanted this man, with all his magnificent qualities, as its 
leader. So an agreement was struck~ the existence of FRD's handicap 
would simply be denied by all. The people would pretend that their 
l e a de r w a s n o t c r i p p l e d , a n d t h e i r l e a d e r wo u l d d o· a l l t h a t h e c o u l d n o t 
to let them see that he was." 

This book details how FDR managed this (and what were some of the 
costs) in his politics, his relationships, and even in his sexuality. 
This is an effort that was so successful that Gallagher claims that 
there is nQ record of his ever having discussed his illness with anyone; 
no political commentator ever wrote aobut his disability. the fact that 
he was in a wheelchair or that hews ever lifted or assisted; and that 
of 35,000 photographs at the Hyde Park Presidential Library, only g 
(never published) show him seated in his wheelchair. Some of the 18 
photographs in this ~ook depict FDR being lifted and carried and using 
canes and crutches. At the end Gallagher perhaps too briefly speculates 
on what all this might have meant for his handling of the Presidency . 

.His presence, or lack thereof, at Yalta reflects litile on his disabili-
ty but more that he was a dying man. 

It is abundantly clear what "FDR's splend.i.d deception" meant for 
public acceptance of disability. Though he was a genuine pioneer in 
creating the Warm Springs Foundation, in establishing the National 
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, and in declaring as Governor of New 
York that it should be the duty of the state to treat and rehabiliate 
disabled persons--just as it is the state's duty to educate the young--
on a more personal le~el, he never came to terms with his disability. By 
never going public with his disability, FDR indeed did all of us a 
disservice. We lost a great role model in some ways precisely because 
of the way he dealt with parts of his disability. He correctly saw that 
much of disability lay in the public 1 s eye and in the social and physi-
cal environment. And so he changed it. In order to gain access to the 
world he needed, he had ramps built, elevators installed, railings 
naised. Symbolically, however, the altering was hut temporary. Upon his 
death every ramp·, railing, and raised entrance was dismantled. The 
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message of this is 2-fold: he recognized that to funrition in mairistream 
America it is necessary and possible to change the environment; on the 
other hand, by defining this as an individual ~olution to an individual 
problem, he made its social and political impact invisible. That FDR's, 
handling of his polio was not confronted 50 years ago by ·him and his 
entourage we can understand as part of the political realiiy of the 
time. That it has remained so unexamined in all the subsequent bio-
graphies and histories is a social and political trag~dy. To this 
unearthing and documenting, we all owe Hugh Gallagher a tremendous vote 
of thanks. (Revi"ewed by Irving Ken,neth Zola, Sociology, Brandeis Univ.) 

G. Meyers, Jeffrey. Disease and the Novel, 1880-1960. New York: St. 
Ma r t i n I s P r e s s· , · 1 9 8 5 , 1 4 3 p p . , n o p r i c e l i s t e d . 

Not orily on 'the soaps are sick and dying characters regarded as 
inherently fascinating. Fiction has long depended upon ill health and 
impending death as settings for dramatic statements and tense actions. 
In this book Meyers examines the themes of disease and death in the 
fiction of the last century. Dissectlng works by such notables as Tol-
stoy, Hemingway, Thomas Mann, and Alexander Solzhenitsyn, he tries to 
find in the concentration on disease and death more· than just portraits 
of fascinating or troubled characters. He claims that sickness in 
literature frequent'ly symbolizes a sick society. 

"The effect of disease on a victim," says Meyers, "is both the 
realistic subject of the book and the symbol of moral, social, or poli-
tical pathology." Linking thase 2. notions is a difficult task; Meyers 
does not accomplish it. But, along the way, he provides a variety of 
illuminating in.sights into the way soine very •fine novelists have dealt 
~1th cancer, tuberculosis, gangrene, syphillis, and their accompanying 
mental debilitations. He charts not only the on~et of symptoms or the 
course of various .diieases: he also discusses literary tre~tments of 
outcomes--recovery, remission, invalidism, and death. 

Meyers' earliest example for analysis is Tolstoy's Iht Qf 
!Yin l!X£h• Tolstpy's novella has a central mission: to alert all. of us 
to the need to anticipate and deal with di~ease, suffering, and dying .. 
Meyers appreciates Tolstoy's concr~tenes~: the sounds ·and smells of an 
alienated death are vivid and memorable. But the critic makes too much 
of Tolstoy's religious message (at the end of the nov~lla). Meyers is 
not content to let the story speak for itself. 

In his other critical readings, Meyers combine~ a fair, balanced 
re-statement of the novels' contents with a claim that the authors were 
trying to indict, or at least evaluate, all of society with their use of 

.disease as metaphor; Surely this is the intention of Mann in Ih~ M~&!£ 
MQQil!tin~ But Solzhenitsyn's flQQ~! ~~££ is most interesting in its 
clinical and psychological details; it becomes tendentious to read the 
novel as mainly an allegorical condemnation o~ Stalinist Rrissia. 

Meyers I book is written in a clear, cogent fashion. He wi 11 in-
terest r~aders in pursuing·several of the novesl he examines. But he 
does not persuade me that disease in the novel is inherently a tool for 
dissecting the pathologies of the larg~r society. (Reviewed by Terry M. 
Perlin, Miami University, Ohio) 

H. Miller, Vassar (Ed.). ~~!~11£ This Flesh: The Disabled in· Stories 
in£ fQ~~!- Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1985, 146 pp., hard-
cover $15.95; paperback $8.95. 

This is a very bad book by a very good poet, and, as such (sup-
ported by the editor's reputation), it has the potential of great harm 
to the disabled community, the ~ery community that it purports to serve 
and libeiate. Miller, herself a Pulitzer-prize nomineej has gathered 
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together in this collection some 28- poems--though, unfortunately, ncit 
single one of her own--and 11,prose pieces. Her avowed purpose is to 
bring "the disabled ... out of the back bedroom .of the mind," with the 
hope .that her anthology will "serve as midwife" to this rather oddly 
~xpressed little operation. One can _perhaps forgive the bad metaphors 
and even the generally, awkward prose throughout the "Introduction." 
What is, to my mind, ~nforgivable is the extraordinarily poor judgment 
exercised in the choice o( selections included. The first thing indeed 
that strikes the reader is what a large number of the pieces are "about" 
the 1 o u d 1 y pro c 1 a i med s u b j e ct o f the w o r k and how few a r e a.ct u a 11 y by " , 
those so directly involved. But let us not misunderstand: that fact, in 
and of itself, is not necessarily a flaw~ It is not, in rny_view, true 
t ha t s u c h o u t s· i de r s •• a r e , .!l!.§.Q f.!!£1.Q. • i n ca.pa b l e o f a c c u r a t e 1 y po r 
traying "the disabled in stories and poems." Yet when one finds story 
after story and poem after poem that merely mindlessly reiterate the old 
cliches, a kind of chill sets in that is scarcely to be dissipated by 
the few good pieces by disabled writers that the editor included. 

This fact is all the more startling since Miller, in her Introduc-
tion, clearly recognizes and addresses the problem of stereotypes. "The 
handicapped," she writes, 11 provide fine bait for the fishers of stereo-_ 
types and not of reality ... the blind man_, being always wise, should feel 
favored. The crippled girl. heing perpetually sweet, should regard 
herself blessed," etc., etc. Yet in the pages of the anthology proper, 
she his_ not f6und it somehow ludicrously inappropriate to include a poem 
entitled "The Handicapped," a virtual catalogue in 7 stanzas of disabi-

11lities and silly s'weetness and i'ight: The missing legs/ Of the ampu-
tee/ Are away somewhere/ Winn.ing a secret race." So runs the first 
stanza, and, similarly, from stanza to stanza through "The blind man," 
the " s tu t t e re r • 11 the " par a 1 y t i c • " the • " de a f , 11 the II du rn b • '' and end i n g i n 
t he f a t u o u s _ f i n a 1 e : '' W h e n t h e e p i 1 e p t i c / F a 1 1 s i n a f i t , / He i s a s -
c end i n g / To the heaven o f ear t-h . 11 Wo u'l d t hat th is we r e an i s o 1 at e d ca s e 
of the editor nodding! It is not.· · The volume, for example, closes. with 
a poem addressed "To One ·Deaf," who (lik·e all the hearjng impaired, of 
course!) is "listening to silence/ which flows like a river/ from the 
eyes of the Alone. II Space permitting, numerous· othe.r examples of this 
flaccid turn of mind could be cited. ~ust whe~e, one might ask. could 
one fi~e more egregious ex~m~les rif\~he ti~ed, old cliches, and just 
what , one -won de r s . · d i d the e d i to r .have i n mi n d when s he w r o t e s o ve he -
mently about the stereotypes, "the·tedious diet of platitudes" about the 
disabled .. 

There are, however, a few--all t6o few--really excellent selections 
.in this anthology (most notably the poems of Felix Pollak and ijarold 
Bond, arid a superb little short story by Anne Finger). Yet even these 
are set off-key. by the editor's poor critical commentary, and indeed in 
the case of the tough, hard poetry of Bond and Pollak, sh_e does .not 
hesitate to reveal her preference for what_ she calls the "elegant verses 
of [the non-disabled] Richard Wilbur," who "sing[s] that the disabled 
share the mystery and· dignity of incarnate beings. 11 What Wilbur really 
does sing is "the strong,/ shouldering gait of the legless man," the 
cliche, inevitable as death, which, for all. her critical demurral, the 
editor seems actually to prefer. 

This book, let us be reminded, is not a vanity press publication, 
nor was it produced by a sentimental, religious

( 

organization. Rather, it 
is the product of a respectable uriiversity press, and, therefore, passed 
muster with a host of university press readers ·and editors. That fact 
is a sad comment on the current ~tate of things. It 1s indicative of 

'how little progress ~e have really rnade--how far we have to go. 
(Reviewed by Joseph Bai~d, English, Kent_ State University)

' .,- ' 
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I. Riccardo, Martin V. Vam:J2ires Unearthed: ·The ComQlete Multi-Media 
VamQire and Dracula BibliograQh~. New York: Garland, 1983, 135 pp., $21. 

'T~is m~y tell the average r~ader more than they ever wanted to know 
about vampires and their ilk, but its very existence and exhaustiveness 
is significant. Recent writings on the depiction of disability have 
begun to trace its long persistente (particularly the negative images) 
in myths, legends, literat~re, and media. It is also being recognized 
that such "imaging" does not exist in isolation and may be reinforced by 
other imagin~ry or metaphorical traditions. Thu~ as both a model. and 
for comparisons ~ith the portrayal of disability, this work is instruc-
t i v e . R i c c a r d o :,!d i v i de s h i s co 11 e c t i o n i n t o · 3 p a r t s : F i c t .i o n , Dr am a t i c · 
Media and Performing Arts, and Non-Fiction. Each of these in turn has 
several subsections and is preceded by a brief reflective and historical 
introduction. Each entry, over 1000 in all, lists author, title, and 
pub .l i cat i on dat a . Un f o rt un at e 1 y ,· ·there i s no an no tat i on . For the t rue 
aficionado, tbere is a 4th section listing ~agazines, periodicals, 
clubs, orgariizations, and scholars interested in vam~ire material. 
(Reviewed by Irving Kenneth Zola, Sociolbgy, ~randeis University) 

J. Sacks, Oliver.,~ 1Q §1~n~ Qn. New York: Summit Books, 1984, 
256 pp.,'$14.95. 

This well~written book describes the author's experience with a 
major injury to his leg which resulted in an unusual neurologital reac-
tion and unsettling psychological consequences. The value of this 
description is that the Sacks is an erudite neurologist who has great 
talent as a ~riter and has an inquiring intellect which is willing to 
probe the nature of the improbable. H·is opening chapter, describing the 
circumstances of tbe accident, reads like a thrill.er, and by itself, is 
a sho_rt story masterpiece. In fac-c-·, it was pu_blished separately in the 
New York Review of Books/ In addition to the inconvenience of having a 
vacation ruined and his life interrupted by a lengthy hospitalization 
and recovery period, Sacks experienced consider.able anguish because he 
was V e r y a 1 0 n e wi t h h i s ' n e u r O 1 () g { :(fa-1 pr O b Ye:m . ' F O r h i m t h e 1 e g d i ci n O t 
exiit; it would not function. None of the. professionals around him 
could understand the nature of his neuroloi1cal dysfunction--a percep-
tual neglect of his leg without evidence of a head injury--and neither 
could he. As a. result of his experience, he has b~corne a more compas-
sionati physician, and he has continued to research the nature of his 
difficulty. Although his emotional reaction to this extraordinary event 
seems to 
.reading. 

be a bit ovetdone in 
(Reviewed1 by Roberta 

written form, 
B. Trieschmann, 

this book is well worth 
PhD, Scottsdale, AZ) 

K. S~uss,.Dr. You're Onlx Old Once: A B~ok 
York: Random House, 1986, $9.95. . . 

Advertised as a delightful· n~w defense 

for Obsolete Children. 

against a~ing, this book 

New 

is 
also proof positive of the medicalization of aging. _While a joy to the 
legion· of Dr. Seuss fans, of which I. a:m one, and a series of jabs 
against the inf.inite testing and ·stmilar costs of modern: medicine, his 
lance is curiotisly blunted. The tests ind doctors ~:re more tickled thari 
skewered and at the end we are ieft with a mild tribute to older. ~an's 
survival of this onslaught, the. acknowledgement that "you' re in pretty 
good s hap· e f o r t he s hap e yo u- .a re i n . 11 Rev i e w,e d by I r v i n g Kenne th Z o l a , ( 

Sociology, Brandeis Univeisit~) 

L. Stehle, Bernard F. ~ncur~blf •Romantic. Philad~lphia: Temple 
University Press, 1985, 243 ·pp., 130 photos, $29.95. 

You a y not 1 o v e I n cur ab 1y Rom ant i c' . And i t ' s pro b ab 1 y no t my j o b 
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to tell you that you should. But I loverl it. And I wondered about it a 
lot. And I re-·read it several times over a span of 4 or 5 months. And 
I put it into the han~s of as many people who would_ take it (after their 
firm pledge to retnrn it ... b~cause I doubt I'll ever find it in the 
l.o cal bookshop ) . I don I t act this way about most books I read . 

What is it about this curious, different, stunning book? Why does 
it take such a hold? First, the basics. !!£!!!~!! RQfil!ll1!£ is a book 
which , in the words of i ts. author , is "about love re lat ions hips where 
one or both of the couple .is severely .,"disabled." It's a photo essay 
punctuated by first person accounts. Or vice versa. And the words and 
the pictures are. of a kind rarely (unfortunately) seen or heard. Consi-
der the public images of disability with which we're mostly familiar. 
The charity posters. The campaigns usually modeled on a "look what the 
di s ab l e d can do '' t heme . And , mo r e r e cent l y , t he t e l e v i s e d o r c i n em a t i c 
portrayals that usually require a disabled hero t,o overcome impossible 
odds. Incurablf Romantic is none of these. It is, instead, an opportu-
nity to listep through a kind of door to very private, if .not privi-
leged, conversations and reflections. When you read/look at this book, 
you I re invited to become a. voyeur. And what you se,e are images ·of 
disability that you've never seep before. Strong, candid (~ometimes in 
my opinion, harsh) images of disabled individuals _in love. Who thinks 
about this s·ide of disability? Who thinks of something as ordinary and 
wonder f u 1 as , ·s a y , _ " r om an c e " i. n conj u n ct i on wi th " d i s ab i l i t y . " Who see s 
"beauty" in this context? Love is \not a disability thing. OR so we 
have been so long conditioned to believe. lll£Y!~Qli BQfil!ll!i£ conditions 
us otherwise. And it does so. wfth immense power. And with style and 

·humor ... 2 other char·acteri_sti cs, I might add,. that are rarely associated 
with "disability. 11 

I have .3 concerns about this book. I worry, first, that only those 
who conscientiously track the disability literature will ever know it 
exists. I've never seen it advert.ised. It ought to be "Donahued." I 
worty, toq, that because it's so handsomely produced that it will be 
perceived as too expensive for the general purchaser. But its quality, 
I think, is necessar~; it's packaging was to me an important comment on 
its respect for the individuals contained inside. And, finally, I worry 
that it may too often t~rn people (p~imarily non-disabled people) off. 
That it will cause the casual reader/looker to find even more reason to 
see him/herself as different from the incurable romantics~ Incurablf 
ft.Q.!!U!.!!!1.£ , yo u s e e r i s ,no t a c as u l b o o k . I t I s a l i v e - w i th - f o r - aw h i l e 
book. 

I'm no art.critic, but in my lay opinion the carefully reproduced 
.black and white photos work both as medium and as message. They do the 
j~b of presenting intimate im~ges of iritimacy. Of individuals ~at~er 
than icons. And they were quite ~bviously taken by a trusted and re 
spectful photographer. There's no exploitation here. The wo~ds ... Well, 
that's the interesting part. They're just words. Not disability words. 
Words. About love and loving. For the most part, we've read them 
before. But always only in non-disability contexts. It's who this 
book's speakers happen to be that gives the words a·unique and stunning 
impact. (Reviewed by Aian B~ightman, Manager, Special Education, Apple 
Computer, Inc.) 

M. Stoeckle, John D. ind ~eorge A. White. Plain Pictures of Plain 
QQ£!..Q!:.!!!&· Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,: 1985, 239 pp., $19. 95. 

Books exploring the physician~patient relationship take many forms; 
none of them, however, is quite ·1Jke Plain_Pictures of Plain ·ooctoring 
which presents 80 outstanding_phbtographs ,from th~ Farm Security Admin-
istration with a text by Stoeckle and Abbott. They offer an illumi-
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nating record of the FSA' s innovative, prepaid heal t'h care pJan .in the 
c o n t e x t o f N e w D e a l s o-c i a l p o Li c y ·. B e yo n d t h a t , t h e a u t h o r r e c o n s t r u c t 
the history of primary-care medicine in this country in such a way that 
we are impelled to reconsider the technological practices that have all 
but replaced it. They quote from letters, interviews, and other primary 
sources, but the· pictures. are the spur.' W)len asked about the busi'ness 
of photographing for the FSA, Ben Shahn, one. of the books'~ distin-

I Ig U i s' h e d C O Ot r i b U t O r S , r e p l _i e d , ,, NO W i t S C a l l e d d O C Um e Il t a r y , Wh i C h 
suppose is all right. We just took pictures that cried out to be 
taken." Because they did- from 1935 to 1943, of people from birth to 
old age,· in offjc~s. clinics, and at home--we have~ body of work whose. 
social significance is matched by visual power. On many levels, flA!n 
.Q.Q.£1.Q.£.!!l.&: mo v e·s · u s . I t do e s wha t a do cum en t a r y s ho u l d . ( r e p r i n t e d f r om 
Harvard Magazine, Nov/Dec. 1985, p. 68) 

N. Tomlinso~. Richard. Disabilitx, Theater, and Ed~cation. 
Bloomington, +N: Indiana University Press, 1984, 200 pp., $17.50 cloth, 
$8. 95 pap·er. 

Disabilit~_,_ Theater, and Education implies a "how-to-book" for a 
limited audience of special education teachers. The publishers are 
wrong for titling it such and the ordinary reader would be- wrong_ for 
passing it up. Ostensibly the author is telling about events and 
thinking that went into the creation of The Graeae Theater Company--a 
London-based group consts•ting o~ a writer-director, stage manager, and 
several actors/actresses with disabilittes. It is, however, much more., 
In 1972 a friend of Tomlinson's ~roke his neck in a. diving accident. In 

. t he f i r s t t e l l i n g , · the s u b s·e q u en t wr i ting , and t he ·an a 1 y s i s o f bo t h the 
retelling and rewriting~. they realize the sig~ificance of differing 
emphasis and omissions. Ultimately they conclude that "theater rather 
than any other medium was the appropr'ia:te ..one for telling such stories." 
The book is a st~p-by-step discussiori.of,all that is implied in such a 
statement: why theater and what forms of theater, its function. in 
education and in awareness. workshops~ the evolution of various aspects 
of their writings and p~rformances, and a factual account of all "the 
nuts and bolts" one might want t~ know lbJut the Graeae Theater Company. 
This all culmiriates in the transcript (included with stage directions) 
of a full length play "M3 Junction 4 (or Happiness Valley)." Growing 
out ·of their own experiences, they have fashioned a 1984ish vision of 

11the British government's "final solution to the problem of unemployment 
and the problem of disability. Ther~ is hard]~ a better argum~nt in the 
book for the value of theater in telling the many stories of disability. 

·.Bµt the b6ok, intend~d or not, also provide~ data on the is~ues facing 
all disability rights org~nizations and an issue of ·growing concern to 
all social scientists--the rendering of accounts. (Reviewed by Irving 
Kenneth Zola, Sociology, Brandeis· University) 

,, 

NOTE: Recent!¥ Olive~ Sacks has become extr~mely visible_as a physician 
writing on the experiences _of patients. Terry Perlin takes a 16ok at 
his numerous .efforts . 

Oliver Sacks, MD and His Patients 
by Terry M. Perlih (Sch. of Interdisciplinary Studies, Miami Univ. OH) 

What makes a patient "interesting" to a physlcian? Anyone who 
hangs ~round a medical center or ·teaching ho~pital soon realizes that 
p~tients who get a lot of attention fall into several categbries: the 
untisual disease or dis~rder; the set of symptoms difficult to diagnose; 
the situation in which changes are rapid or unpredictable; or, of 
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course, the attractive patient. But what of those persons with diseases 
or disorders that do not get better, that limit function, that are not 
susceptible of high tech treatment? 

When I a s k e d a var i e t y o f phys i c i ans ab o u.t the i r " i n t er e s t i n g 11 

patients, a11· but one spoke of those whose symptoms were challenging. 
Only a pathologist, who rarely sees (living) patients. took exception. 
"For me," he said, "what's amazing are those who have so much will and 
who can sustain so much su.ffering. 11 Oliver Sacks, the London-born 
neurologist whose books, essays, and reviews have achieved an ~uthentic 
popularity of late, is another exceptional physlcian. The real lives of 
real people are his subjects; and the context-based stories of their 
wills and suffering are what he gives us in his new work, The Man Who 
Mistook His Wtfe for a Hat and Other Clinical Tales (New York: ~ummit 
Books, 1985, 233 pp., $15.95). 

Sacks dates his concern for the whole patient--especially for those 
who others have left behind as chronic -from his own experience at the 
hands of the ~edical care system. In A Leg to Stand On (see also BOOK 
NOTES, I) he reports on his own accident and neurological disord~r, 
r e·s o 1 v i n g n eve r t o r e t u r n t o the wo r s t e l em e n t s o f med i ca l d i a g no s i s and 
care. He decries the "puppetology" of neurolog.ists (and other doctors), 
the "purely mechanical vision of man and creature as reflex puppet." 
(p.206) By being thr6wn into patienthood, Sacks was finally able to 
bridge the gap between doctor and pdtient and to begin to understand 
those in his care. 

Sacks offers us "clinical tales" which are more than case histo-
ries. Though he emphasizes the strange, often bizarre, elements we 
observe in brain-damaged patients, he struggles to see his patients as 
living, adaptable and (abbve all) as creative persons. In a brilliant 
section of his new book, Sacks proposes a word for the opposite of 
"deficit," neurology's favorite word, namely "excesses." (p. 81-85) 
Many patients display, says Sacks, not a lack of function, but a supera-
bundance. Some diseases are "ebullient" and "productive" in character. 
In trying to see pat.ients with "dangerous wellness, 11 such as those with 
Tou~ette's Syndrome, Sacks goes outside the clinic or hospital to the. 
street. He argues that in order to know a person with disabilities, we 
must see him/her in a living context. On the streets, he says, we see 
not only tics and convulsions of movement, but "tics and convulsions of 
perception, imagination, the passions--the entire personality." (p. 116) 

Sacks' tales show_how a committed and passionately concerned doctor 
can go beyond the m~rely descriptive or diagnostic assessment of other 
specialists. Many of his stories are powerful; some are moving. What 

.are the book's· lessons? ·First, there are no such things as "simple-
tons." Persons without certain intellectual strengths are not children 
or savages. The loss of what Kurt Goldstein, one of the fathers of 
neurology, called the "abstract categorical" capacity is not the loss of 
all life. Brain-damage can be severe but may be experienced by the 
person in ways which are rich and deep and very concrete. Second, being 
alone can be terribly trying for a person with disabilities. The corol-
lary--that relationships can be life-enhancing--is demonstrated in des-
criptions of the musical, dance, and mathematic game-playing experiences 
of patients others might call hopelessly retarded. Third, and most 
important, if any change is to take place in the lives of chronic 
patients, it is the patients who must guide their doctors. 

In a recent review-essay entitled "Mysteries of the Deaf" in the 
New York Review of Books, Sacks discusses the lives of the languageless 
deaf (Harlan Lane, When the Mind Hears: A Historx of the Deaf, Random 
House; Harlan Lane (Ed.), The Deaf Ex~erience: Classics in Language and 
Educa~ion, Harvard Univ. Press; Nora E. Groce, Everlone Here SQoke Sign 
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Language: Hereditarx Deafness-on Martha'~ Vinexard, Harvard Univ. 
Press). His sensitivity to the difficulties faced by those who have 
never heard is remarkable. More significBnt is his recognition that the 
deaf community itself was prohibited (since the late 19th century) from 
using its own resources--namely, trie de~elopment of a nattiral sign 
language--as a means to learn ways of living •in the world. His pr~ise 
for the pioneers who tried to uridermine the conviction that deaf meant 
" h a n d i c a p p e d " o r II i n f e r i o r." c u 1 m i n a t e s i n a d e s c r i p t i o n o f Ma r ·t h a•' s 
Vineyard, where for many _years the entire community--hearing and deaf--
learned Sign. Deaf people were scarcely seen as handicapped, Sacks 
notes, because respect. for persons in community transcended individual 
differences.. · 

Sacks re~t~lling of the plight· -and parti~l triumph--of the deaf 
com~unity is a symbol of his entire enterprise as a neurologist and 
writer. His view of the doctor-patient relationship--a wholly unortho-
dox one--rests on the capacity to h~~£ the other empathically and 
without limit, 

FOUR CLASSICS REVISITED 

A. Buck, Pearl S. Ih~ Child Who Never Grew. New York: John Day 
Company, 1950. 
by Gunnar Dybwad (Starr Ctr. on Mental Retardation, Brandeis University) 

Few people who know Pearl Buck as an outstanding American novelist 
know that she was the mother of a daughter with mental. retardation who 
lived with her beyo~d school entrance age. Buck's ·biogr~pher~ barely 
m e n t i o n t h e ex i s t en c e o f l i t t l e C a r o l ( s ·e e e . g . , P a u l A . D o y I e [ 1 9 8 0 ] 
f~~K! DY£~, p. 22) ~nd Buck herself refirs in the 175 pages of her 
.book only to "my child" or "my little daughter" and never ment1ons that 
Carol was the name of the child who never grew. We can only guess as to 
her reason for that, because otherwise she shares with the reader her 
innermost thoughts about her initial doubts and fears when the child 
failed to develop ~nd the anguish and deep sorrow when she finally was 
confronted with a diagnosis that left no doubt about the severity of her 
child's retardation. 

This book is a very significant document in the histo~y of mental 
retardatiori. It appeared first as an article.in the May 1950 issue of 
the Ladies Home Jonrnal, just four months bef6re the foundinf meeting of 
the (theti) National Associati6n of Parents and Friends of Mentally 
Retarded Children in Minneapolis. This was no surprise to Brick who 
notes "there is afoot in our country a great new.movement to help all 
children like her." (p. 7) And in the introductory paragraph to Chapter 
II she clearly perceives that the parental soriow was mixed with a 
spirit of rebellion which carried the movement ·forward into battle with 

11government, the professions, and society at large: I meet often nowadays 
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with parenti' organizations, parents of mental!~ deficient child~en who 
are cpming together in their deep ne~d for -mutual comfort and supp~rt. 
Most of them are young people, and how my heart aches for them! I know 
every step of their road to Calvary. 

"The schools won't take our children," one of them said to me the 
other day. "The .neighbors don't want them around. The other children 
are mean to them. What shall we do? Where can we go? Our child is 
still a human being. He i.s still an American citizen. He has some 
rights, hasn't he? So have. we, haven't we? It's not a crime to have a 
child like ours." (p. 24) 

In yet another aspect she sees clearly beyond parental sorrow: 
" ... endurance of inescapable sorrow is something which, has to be learned 
alon~. And orilV to endure is not enough. Endurance can be a harsh and 
bitter root' in one's life, bearing poisonous and gloomy fruit, de-
stroying other lives. Endurance is only the beginning. There must be 
acceptance and the knowledge that sorrow fully accepted brings its own 
gifts. For there is an alchemy in sorrow. It can be transmuted into 
wisdom, which, if it does not bring joy, can yet bring happiness." (p.5) 

Thi s i s an i n s i g ht whi ch put s her far ahead of it he soc i a 1 work · 
ptofession -which 1s still struggling in the 1980's with parental reac-
tions to children with severe disabilities, as shown by Wikler, Wasow 
and Hatfield in their chapter, "Seeking Strength in Families of Develop-
merially Disabled Children'' in DeveloQmental Disabilities--No Longet a 
Private TragedJ, Washington, NASW & A~MO, 1983. Yet, when it comes to 
education, Buck reflects the pessimisiic o~tlook regarding the learning 
potential even of children· with moderate mental retarda~ion which was 
common in the '40s and '50s. Even though she reports that Carol "lis 
tens to all the great. old music with endless delight," has "unerring 
taste," "heard Beethoven's Fifth Symphony through entirely," and "can 
distinguish each record from the rithers and will seardh until she finds 
the one that suits her mood," Duck believed such children could not 
learn, having tried hard for months to teach her own child the cohven-
tiona1 academic skills. Along with that negative experience went her 
conviction that Carol "would not kno~ that she was different from other 
children ... has no knowledge of herself" and. indeed "the joys and irre-
s pons 1bf li t i es o f chi l dh o o d wo u l d be he rs fore v e r . 11 

· However, while Bu~k's attitude toward education was Jn keeping with 
the latk of knowledge cha~acteristic of those ~ears~ she fiercely de-
fended her daughter's humanhood: ''I know. now that there is no mind so 
dim that it does not feel pain and: pleasure. These, too, were -human 
b~ings-~that, I perceived, wis the important thing to understand, and 

.many of those who cared for them did not understand it. The children 
who never grow are human beings and they suffer as human beings, inarti~ 
culately but- deeply nevertheless. The human creature is always more 
than an animal. 

"That is one thing we must never forget. He is forever more than a 
beast. Though the mind has gone away, though he .cannot speak or commu-
nicate with anyone, the human stuff is there, and he belongs td the 
human family." (p. 42) 

Unfortunately, we have in the 1980's still ethicists in our country 
who h~ve not yet progressed to Pearl. Buck's level of understanding of 
human limitation and thus would deny the·human:quality of persons with a 
profound degree of disability. 

. ' . 

B. Fiedler, Leslie. Freaks: Miths and·Images.:o·f·:-the Secret §!!f, New 
York: Simon and Schuster, 1978. · · · · 

. by Robert Bogdan (Sociology·_, :·sy.f.a~use O.niv.ersity) 
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The public displ~y of peopJe with physital and mental differencei 
(many of whom would be labeled "di'sabled" today) for profit and amuse-
ment has been with us for centuries. The period of their greatest 
popularity in the United States was 1840 to 1940. In the mid 1920's Jack 
Earl, a very tall University of Texas student, visited the Ringling 
Brothers Circus side show. Clyde Ingles, the famous.manager of the 
s how , s po t t e d E a r l i n t he· .au d i en c e and a f te r t he s how , · a p p r o ache d t he 
young man to ask him: nHow would you like to be a giant?" While it is 
uncertain how mueh of the story changed in its inc6rporation into circu~ 
lore, it clarifies a point "freakshow" personnel understood but those 
who write about "freaks" neglect: being extremely tall is a matter of 
physfology-~b~ing a giant involves som~thing more. Similarly, being a 
"freak," a "human oddity," or a "human curiosity" is not a personal 
matter1 a physical condition that some people have. "Freak" is a way of 
thinking about and presenting people--a frame of mind, a set of prac-
tices, a soci~l institution. 

Those who have written about the freakshow, mainly popular histo-
rians and those in the humanities, have concentrated on the exhibits--on 
the .people with the anomalies. The chapters of their books and the 
sections of their articles are organiied like medical or special educa-

11tion textbooks. Headings include: littl.e people" (dwarfs and midgets), 
11"giants. 11 nhairy people ,·0 "human. skeletons," armless and legless won-

ders," "wildmen," "fat people, If ii albinos," "Siamese twins," "people wi.th 
11e x t r a l i m b s , " " h a l f m e n / h a l f w o m e n , " " p e o p l e wi t h s k i n d i s o r d e r s , '' p i n -

heads," and "anatomical wonders." They get caught up Jn the mystery of 
" f r e a k " . an d f a i l t o s e e i t .· a s a n e x h i b i t i o n o f p e o p l e -w i t h r e a 1 · a n.d 
alleged physical and mental rlifferences. 

Leslie Fiedler. a humanities scholar who won fame first with his 
acclaimed Lov~ and Death int.he American Novel, took on the topic of 
" fr e a ks " i n 1 9 7 8 . Hi s book f !.~~!s~ won pop u 1 a r a c c 1 a i m . W h il e i t n eve r 
made the best seller list, it was reviewed in such periodicals as the 
New York Times Book Review and the New York Review of Books where 
read~rs were told that Fiedler was confronting us with the most basic 
human emotions--the fear of humans that are demonstrably different. 
Fi~dler brok~ the mold of writer'\*ho fbb~s on ''frea~" as a physiologi-
cal condition. His mythological,. psychoan~lytic app~oach posited that 
human beings had a deep, primal psychic fear of "human oddities." His 
work lifted the study of "freaks" from being merely the study of· "them" 
to the study of "us," but the book reif.ied "freak" by taking it as an 
inevitable outpou~ing of basic human nature. '1n addition, in his 
.writing he slipped back from the focus of "us" to taking the person 
exhibited as the subject ot' study. His typology of "human oddities" 
does not stray ·too far from those who· see. "human curiosities" as a 
physi.ological conditiori. Rather than penetrate th~ sbcially cons~ructed 
dimension of "freakshow," he mystified it with a literary wrapper. 

How are we to assess Fiedler's contribution to understanding 
"freaks"? Fiedler is an artist with words and intimidatingly at home 
with the humanities cl~ssics. He is a literary figure of stature. 
Merely by showing inter~~t in "freaks" he moved the topic in from the 
fringes of American thought. But it was on the move before Fiedler. 
D i an e Arb us t u r n e d he r 1 ens,. o n " human odd i t i e s . " ff e r i mage o f " f re a ks " 
decked the halls of the Museum of Modern Art in the early 70s. She used 
them as a metaphor for estrangement, alienation. marginality, the dark 
side of the human experience. While artists and humanities scholars can 
evoke powerful feelings and reveal connections in the his·tory of ideas 
and literature, they are locked into our culture as much as they are 
l o ck e d o u t o f i t . Th a t . i s ., t he i r s p e c i a l p l a c e i s t o be i n t o u c h wi t h 
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and reflect on ·the continuity of f~eling t.hat makes one a human being iri 
a particular cOlture. When they are most powerful, they are echotng 
deeply ingrained cultural themes. Unfortunately or fortuntely, de-
pending on your tastes, they are not very knowledgeable or skilled in 
a pp 1yin g soc i a 1 s c Jen c e ideas . Our _.understand i n g of the " process in g" of 
people labeled "~ifferent'' and theories ~bout their place and function 
in society ia much more sophisticated than is Fiedler's presentation. 
It _is a shame that the rea~ers have to choose between passionate artists 
and analytic social scientists. Fiedler must be applauded .for trying to 
bridie the gap but it has to be pointed out that his book is closer to 
the Museum of Modern A~t than to a penetrating interdisciplinary analy-
sis of "freaks." 

C. LITTLE PEOPLE: the book, the film, the movie 
by Nora Groce (Family Development, ThP. Children's Hospital, Boston, MA) 

Ablon, Joan. Little PeoQle in America: The Social Dimensions Qf 
Dwarfism~ New York: Praeger Publishers, 1984 
iii-~iiitE PEOPLE 58 minutes, color. Directors Jan Krawtiz and Thomas 
Ott; distributed by Filmakers Library, 133 East 58th St., New York, NY 
10022; 2l2/355-6545. Film/video: purchase $850/$700; rental $80 
(Special rates for individual rental). 
THE WIZARD OF OZ black & white and color. Directed by 
Vict6r Fleming & produced by Mervyn.Leroy of MGM, 1939~ Also available 
MGM/UA Home ~ideo, approx. 80 minutes. Starring Judy Garland with Frank 
Morgan, Ray Bolger, Bert Lahr, Jack•· Haley. 

THE WIZARD OF OZ is an American institution. For many, it shaped 
the way ·we think about tornadoes, scarecrows,· and Kansas. But it is 
because it also helped shape the w~y many people look at individuals of 
exceptionally short statur~ that it_watrants review here. And it is 
a ppr op r i at e that i t be re - exam i n e d i n 1 i g·h t o f a new . b o o k and f i 1 m on 
those who refer to themselves as Little People or dwarfs. 

Throughout written history, people of short stature have regrilarly 
been considered a source-of amusemeh.t. But THE WIZARD OF OZ gave the 
name "munchkin", and a group identity to people who previously were 
presented as individuals. As every filmgoer can tell you, the munchkins 
were "cute," "childlike." That many were adults with particular medical 
problems or inherited disorders who could find no other employment seems 
to have been lost on the populace. 

Ablon's work is a thoroughly readable, scholarly introduction to 
both the subject of dwarfism and the self-help group Little People of 
America. Although hundreds of papers have been written on medical 
a$pects of dwarfism, extremely little ha~ beeri done on its psychological 
and social aspect~. Done as an ethnography with observation and inter 
view, Ablon introduces us to a group of Americans who consider them-
selves normal yet who~e height has had an impact on almost every aspect 
of-their existence. Informants are portrayed with dignity and thought-
fulness throughbtit. Ablon includes -theoretical discussion of the social 
and psychological data as well as a·grea~ deal of practical information, 
including a list of resriurces at the back of the book. As ~uch, the 
book is not only recommended for scholars but will be of interest to 
many Little People themselves. It should be required reading for every 
parent of a child of short stature as well ~s every medical professional 
who works with such families. I_ su~pect this book will become a clas-
sic. 

Another potential classic is the outstanding film- THE LITTLi 
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PEOPLE. Although specific~lly about dwarfs, it hijs as much to say about 
disabiiities in general. Like Ablon's bciok, much of it centers around a 
Little P~ople of America convention. But while using the convention as 
an organizing focus) it also incorporates a historical overview and 
articulate Little People whd desc~ibe what living in America is like for 
them: We see them at home and at work, ·they discuss medical concerns 
and their worries and hopes f6r their childr~n. The amount of informa-
tion packed into this hour. film is amazing rind presented with great 
sensitivity. For example, we follow~ father ·~nd mothei, both Little 
People, as they give birth to a child and watch her die from a fatal 
genetic disorder they feare~ she might inherit. For anyon~ who ever 
laughed at the "childlike" behavior of the munchkins, this scene should 
be required vrewing. 

This brings me back to THE WIZARD OF OZ and those more recent films 
or TV shows which haul Little People on stage to be·cute or funny. They 
no longer seem acceptable. Even classics sometimes age poorly. Fa-
vorite movies.make us cringe when an off-hand remark to a black man 
shows racism or a generalization about women reminds us about how re-
cently sexism was a God-given 'fact'. 'l'he 11 munchkins 11 should no 'longer 
b~ considered entertainment. They can, however, serve to remind us how 
far w~ should have come. 

D. JdE EGG, Th~n and Now 
'bi M~ty Cantwell 

·The eponymous heroine--or mhre accurately, centerpiece--of Peter 
Nichol's play JOE EGG. is a devastatingly brain-damaged child, "a living 
parsnip." She is not a figment of the playwright's imagination. There 
was a real Joe Egg, his daughter, Abigail, who died at age 10. When the 
play was first seen on Broad~ay in 1968, Mr. Nichols described her in an 
interview as "a meaningless. accident". 

A few years later, after her death, he sai.d: "If there ever was a 
case for e u than as i a , i t was our: daughter . She was j us t ·, al iv e bi o log i cal -:-
1y. We had to force her to eat. She did nothing." 

Now JOE EGG is on Broadway again, and so, in a way is Abigail 
Nichols: Her neck c~nnot support her head, she cannot sit alone, she 
has fits. No message reaches her: brain--the circuits are hopelessly 
scrambled--and no emotion ever worries her face. Around her, ho~ever, 
her parents, Briand Sheila, have constructed a kind of vaudeville 
routine: 

"How do you expect to rise above the general level if you persist 
.in having these fits?" her father says. He is·· checking her- diaper at 
the time. 

JOE EGG was a shrieking play 17 years go and so were Mr. Nichols' 
interviews. Now, perhaps becaus·e there's much more talk about the Joe 
Eggs of this world, both seem less so. Mr. Nichols' was, after all, 
only being accurate; and as for Br,i and- Sheila's laughter, would tears 
have helped them more? Neither would have been any use to Joe Egg. 

There are other reason~, too, why someone who saw JOE EGG in 1968 
sees it differently in 1985, and they all have to do with what having 
p r o du c ed a Jo e Egg has . done t o he r par en t s . She i l a , f o r i n.s t an c e ., 
wonders if it wa~ her prema~ital promiscuity that was r~sponsible for 
Joe's deficiencies. But Bri has no doubt of its cause: Her doctor l~ft 
her in labor for 5 days. 

Today, doctors having been stripped of their godhood, Joe's parents 
would share that opiniun. Then, Briand Sheila's marriage collapsed 
because of the latter's r~fusal to institutionalize their daughter. 
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Putting Joe in a home is unthinkable to·her: it might not be now~' 
For there's a subject taised- in JO~ EGG that resounds more cf~atly · 

in 1985 thah in 1968. No char~cter in the play ever uses the term 
"qua,lity of life" but it is everywhere implied. The quality of Joe's 
life is, as far as one can tell, zero. But the quality of Bri's and 
Sheifa's is evident: They live in constant pain, however bravely b~rne. 
If they'd known early in pregnancy that their Josephine was. going to be 
Joe Egg, would they.have d~cided to bring her to term? And, if not, 
should Sheila have been forced to? (Reprinted from the New York Times, 
June 3, 1985) 

\_ 

FROM THE CARfOO~ WORLD 

-Out of The Heartland: Cutter, Milo & the Penguin 
by Megan Randall 

Iowa City, IA ..A quiet town, population 50,000. Just about in the 
middle of th~ U.S.A. Iowa City is home to _the University of Io~a~ known 
for high attendance at its football and basketball· games. There isn't 
much else to do, especially during the long winters. For all that, Iowa 
City is where Berke Breathed makes his home: I called him recently to 
ta .1 k about h .is com .i c s tr i p. ".B l o om Count y " and t o ask how my favor i t e 
disabled anti-hero, Cutter John, ·name about. 

But first, why does this-sur~risingly successful young cartoon1-st, 
,iho could, in his own words, "live anywhere I- liked," pick Iowa City as 
a home base? At twenty-four he has the national syndication that many 
older artist~ dream of, and after ~11, aren't places like New York, San 
Francisco, Hollywood, even Boston jusi waiting to welcome this up-and-
coming young fellow'? ._ _ ._ .. _- .· 

Well, you see, folks, the ._university of Iowa boasts a famous- medi--_ 
cal s6hool. And th~re's this young ~oman who got into that school who 
also happens to be Berke Dreathed's favorite person. So for now B~rke 
is happily esconced in Io~a City. It's all part of his perhaps atypical 
attitude toward some .of the trappings of suc~ess. He likes his privacy 
and is protective of his· per·sonal life. Breathed finds much of the hype 
that goes along with being a popular figure in this riulture downright 
embarrasssing. 

For instance, you may have heard, as I did, that B~rke Breaihed 
( p r o no u n c e d _l i k e " me t hod " ; o r i g i n : . E n g l i sh ) re f us e d t o g. i v e an i n t e r v i e w 
to a reporter from PEOPLE magazine. Without hearing his sid~, this 

.might give you the impression that he's the irascible type. Here's -the 
story as he told me: a reporter called and asked if she could interview 
him. for the mag, PEOPLE. He thought, "Exposure, new audiences--why not? 
Well, over the phone she started asking me questions that sounded as if 
she were checking me out to see if I were hot enough to be worth a 
story. Was I nation_a11y syndicated? Which papers carry me?" When the 
reporter carne out with, "Do you consider yourself 'in the money?'" 
Breathed backed off. "Even if I did," he told me, "that's not what· I 
want to be known for." He's been avoiding the PEOPLE _people ever since. 

When my friends :learned_ I was goi.ng to interview the creator of 
Cutter John they all said, "Find out if he's disabled." The consensus 
of opinion was that anyone .as sensitive to the experience of disabled 
people as Breathed seems to be in "Bloom County" must either be disabled 
himself, or close to someone who is.. "Most AB' s just aren't that aware 
w i t h o u t s o rn e e x p~o s u r e , " o n e _f r i"e n d p u t i t . 

I mentioned th1s to Breathed,· .explaining, of .course, that "ABl'-
mea n s " ab I e bod i e d . " No , Bre a t h ed - i s no t d ls ab 1 e d . · Do e s n ' t_ have any 



friends who use wheelchairs or are otherwise disabled. Never did, 
except for a few blind acquaintances. Cutter is the product of an 
imaginative mind that deliberately sought a challenge. ''I wanted some-
thing that hadn't been done," he told me. "The challenge lies in not 
making the laughter pivotal to something terrible happening to the 
disabled person. 11 

A thoughtful concept, and one that wor~s in the strip. Cutter is 
n e v e r h a ri d i c a p p e d . " H e ' s c.h a r m i n g , e d u c a t ed , o p i n i o n a t e d , a n d i n a 
wheelchair," as his girlfiend says (she's most often pictured riding 
along on Cutter's lap). Cutter, this cool Viet Nam vet whose ways are 

11unpredictable, is hardly prep." For that we are all grateful. 
So where do the ideas come from? Well, since Iowa City is slow at 

times, Berke Breathed confesses to w~tching ''a whole heck of a lot of 
TV." It's an admittedly warped view of reality," he concedes. It does 
not seem to have an adverse affect on his thinking. Afficionados of 
"Bloom County" find it warped in all the right directions. 

Breathed, first explored the Cutter John character in a strip c~lled 
"Academia Waltz" which he wrote for his college newspaper while at the 
University of Texas. The strip wis his first attempt as a cartoonist 
and was an immediate hit. In those days, he said, "I heard from black 
p e op 1 e and o the r mi nor i t .i e s but never f r om d i s ab _l e d p e op l e . " Par t I y 
because the character was controversial, Breathed knew he wa~ on to 
something. 

Once out of college it took Breathed a whole year to convince his 
syndicate to accept that chriracter. No one else had portrayed a disa-
bled person as Breathed does: "a character whose adventures don't turn 
on the fact of his disability," neither a goody-goody nor an angry young 
man. "The editors were afraid of djsabled terrorists," Breathed kidded. 

Have there been threatening letters, tirades, lawsuits from 
readers? "Well," said Breathed, "if there's a way to take a cartoon 
wrong, someone will." He has had some calls from people who work with 
disabled people, telling him that he's "taken advantage of the handicap-

11Ped . 0 n t he who 1 e , how eve·r , t he f e e d b, a ck f r om d i s ab 1 e d p e op 1 e t hem -
selves has been good. Whenever possible Breathed gets back to those 
people, ever on the lookout for details which could make Cutter et al. 
even more right on. 

Speaking of positive feedback, Breathed told me that one of the 
things that meant the most to him was receiving the Harry Sullivan 
Awareness Award from the Paralyzed Veterans of America. 

Since Breathed is so young, we naturally asked him if he thought 
he'd go on doing "Bloom County" into his old age (of 30 or so). His 

.response? "Some cartoonists don't know when to stop. Even a good idea 
gets old. A lot of strips like -Pogo' and ~Lil Abner' die very embar-
rassing deaths. It's just that cartoonists are used to working in a 
non-structured environ~ent. What other jobs could they do if they were 
to quit? 11 

As for Breathed, he has plenty of ideas for parlaying his present 
success into an exciting future. First, he wants to produce an animated 
vers.ion of "Bloom County." Then he'd 1.i.ke to make a film or two. He 
also looks forward to writing more. A-fter all, he considers the strip 
more written than drawn. ~It's th~ writing that takes the most time, 
not the drawing," he said to my surprise. 

At the last minute I asked him, "So what's with the penguin?" The 
penguin, he told me for the benefit of those who find its presence 
baffling, is for fun. "I've always had an animal in my strip," he said. 
11 It's something for the humans to bounce off of, to give it an air of 
fantasy." 

Is there a serious m·essage? "I try to kerep the serious ·messages to 
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a minimum," he said. Quite often, however, the message is there, masked 
in the occasional flakiness of Cutter, the penguin, Milo and the others, 
like the band of cockroaches who rebel against the "imperialist oppres-
sor" whose ·kitchen they have overrun. rt· comes as no surprise that 
"Bloom County" has become very popular among those who identify with the 
free wheelin wit of Cutter John. (reprinted with permission from ~Ymfil~K= 
1£!! 1, 1984; cartoon reprint is with permission of Berke Breathed and 
the Washington Writer ' s Gr.o up) 

NOTE: We've learned that there is another cartoonist whose work often 
features the experiences of people with disabilities. His name is John 
Callahan and his strip appears in newspapers around the Portland, Oregon 
area (and perhaps beyond) as well as having appeared in Qmn!~ N~! 
Yorker, Stereo World, and Penthouse. Unfortunately, we have been unable 
to track him/his work down. 

RESOURCES 

A. &£! Disabil!ties by Florence E. Katz, 1983, $15 from the 
Institute for Art and Disabilities (2839 Ashby Ave., Berkeley, CA 
94705). A 235-page illustrated text describing the development of the 
Institute which promotes comm~nity involvement and integration of men-
tally, physically and emotionally disabled people through visual arts. 

B. Starcam, a recently established video library for training in 
disablement and social integration in France, is in its first stages and 
is concentrating on the production of biographies of disabled people who 
have achieved a certain degree of social integration: a female hank 
ex~cutive with cerebral palsy and of a child with mental retardation who 
describes his adoption, among others. It is supported by the National 
Conservatory of Arts and Media and administered by the Brigitte Frybourg 
Research Laboratory for the Social Integration of Handicapped People. 
Contact: Mr. Umberto Vidal i, Project Leader, Starcam, Laboratoire de 
recherche "B. Frybourg," Conservatoire NationaJ des Arts et Metiers, 292 
rue Saint-Martin, 75141 Paris Cedex 03 France. 

C. What It's Like to Be Me, edited by Helen Exley, was published in 
1981 by Exley Publications (12 Ye Corner, Chalk Hill, Watford,. Herts WD1 
4BS, U.K.). This is a 127-page illustrated collection of thoughts, 
poems, and anecdotes by children and young people with disabilities from 

.Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Hong Kong, Iceland, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Korea, New Zealand, 
Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, the U.K., and 
the U.S. Some section titles illustrate the points the children empha-

·Sized: Why Me? Don't Stare, Watching Others Play, I Will Fight, We're 
Not Thick, Keep Your Pity for Animals, Respect Before Help, and We're No 
Heroes. 

D. !!!!!: Gezeichnete Mensch (trans. "Man through Drawings"), a collec-
tion of drawings, illustrations, and cartoons of disabled people, was 
assembled from several hundred years of European newspapers and periodi-
cals as a special project for the International Year of Disabled Per-
sons. Chapters cover prevention and causes, livelihood/employment, 
sketches and cartoons, and social welfare and relationship to society. 
The bulk of the 175-page book is illustrations (b & wand color) with 
some accompany text in German. Published in 1981 by Enterbooks (B.V., 
Nijverheidsweg 1, 2031 CN Haarlem, Netherlands) and distributed in the 
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Federal Republic of Germany by Jugenddienst Verlag; in Austria by Oskar 
Hofe.ls; and in Switzerland by .Athena AG. 

E. A full color 22 inch x 28 inch poster of postage stamps, issued fot · 
the International Year of Disabled Persons, cohtains 253 stamps fr~m 108 
countries. At $5 each, it is available from Rehabilitation Interna-
tional, 25 East 21st St., 4th floor, New York, NY 10010; 212/420-1500. 

F. Syracuse University's George Arents Research Library has acquired 
the Ronald Becker Collection of over 1boo photographs of sideshow 
personalities, many of.whom· had conditions we would now call disabili-
ties. Most of the images were taken in New York Ciiy's Bowery when it 
was a center 6f popular entertainment (1870-1900). The collecton will 
eventually be available to researchers. Contact: Amy Doherty, Arents 
Room, Bird Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse NY 13244. 

G. As part 9f a national campaign to change attitudes toward people 
with disabilities, the Easter Seal Society, with the assistance of Amway 
Corporation, has produced a series of witty, informative, and sensitive 
brochures, resource guides. and posters that deal with various aspects 
of the attitudinal problems. One guide, intended for use by people 
without disabilities, lists 13 common myths along with the facts about 
people who have disabilities. A 6ompanion guide, prepared for people 
who have disabilities, presents myths and facts about people without 
disabilities. A third discusses preferred etiquette when meeting, in-
troducing, writing about, assisting or enjoying the company of a person 
who has a disability and lists some common courtesies. The 4th publica-
tion is devoted to portraying people with disabilities in the media, 
listing words and phrases that carry judgmental or stereotyping connota-
tions and offering positive alternatives. These printed materials fea-
ture clear cartoons of many difficult situations and may be usful as 
posters and perhaps even bumper stickers. They are available from state 
and local Easter Seal societies. A sample brochure and information may 
be obtained from the Society's national office by sending a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope to: National Easter Seal Society, 2032 W. Ogden 
Ave., Chicago, IL 60612. 

H. The National Health Information Clearinghouse (P.O. Box 1133, 
Washington, DC 20013). through its Healthfinder pamphlet, publishes a 
concise list of catalogues, directories, and databases of audio-visual 
material. 

I. Guidelines for Re2orting a~d Writing about PeoQle ~!1h
I 

Disabili-
1!!~, published by the Research & Training Ctr. on Independent Living, 
Univ. of Kansas, BCR/348 Haworth, Lawrence, KS 66045-·2930, offers sue 
cinct guidelines for media professionals to make right choices in terms 
of language and portrayal of people with disabilities. 

J. The Committee to Promote Writing in Disability Studies has now 
completed its first project:A Readers'/Writers' Guide to Disabilitx 
§!Y~!!!, , an exhaustive listing of magazines in the field, aimed pri-
marily at the writer, since it furnishes information on subjects of 
interest to the magazines, length of time for response, amount paid per 
article, etc. It is also useful for readers who want to find their way 
around in a rapidly growing field. Limiting itself to popular (vs. 
professional, rehabilitation) magazines, the QQiQ~ seeks, on the one 
hand, to encourage writers to submit highly-crafted, quality material, 
and, on the other hand, to encourage the magazines to treat submitted 
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material in a profes~ional manner and to m~ke acceptable payment for 
w o r k p u b l i s h e d . C o s t : $ 1 0 f r o m. J o s e p h . L . B a i r d , · C h a i r , CPW D S , E rig l i sh 
Dept., Kent State University, Kent, OH 44242. 

K. . "Advice on Presenting.People with Mental Handicaps" in public 
educatio~ programs and fundraising campaigns is the subject of a 32-page 
booklet by Ann Shearer. Published by the International League of Socie-
t i e s f o r Per s on s wi t h Men t.a l Hand i cap . The b o o k l e t exp a n d s o n i de as 
first presented in the UN Report, ''Improving Communications about People 
with Disabil.ities," and provides clearly written sugge~tions and ra-
tionales for emphasizing the positive aspects of people with mental 
handicaps in written, visual, and verbal communication. Available in 
English, Frendh, Spanish, and German (soon) from ILSMH, Rue Forestiere, 
13, B-1040 Brussels., Belgium. 

L. Peo~le First--A Reference Guide Regarding Peo~le with Disabilities 
contains some, very tiseful vocabulaty hints, suggestions for interacting 
with persons with disabilities, a _useful glossary, list of common acro-
nyms, and.relevant federal statutes, and local and state resources. 
Contact: North Carolina Council on Developmental Disabilitie~. Suite 
615, 325 N. Salisbury St., Raleigh, NC 27611. 

M. To his Handbook of Publicit~ and Public Relations for the Non~rofit. 
Q,.!:g!!!!.!!.:t!.Q.!! , ( Eng 1 e wood C l f f s , . NJ : P r e n t i c e - Ha l l , I n c . , . 1 9 8 4 . 2 4 7 pp . ) 
Robert H. Ruffner brings his years of experience with communicati-0ns 
pro~rams dev~loped for the ~r~sident's Committee on Employment of the 
Handicapped, especially his work as president of the American Associa-
tion of Disability Cdmmunicators and editor of its newsletter. This is 
a " how-to '' g u i de o f the mo s t we l come sort , f or i t de a l s i n ex q u i s i t e 
detail with how to get one's message and needs across to varying pub-
lics. It also includes concrete illustrations of handouts, releases, 
and scripts , with u s·e f u l appendix· of "nonprofits as resources . " 

N. Not~s from a Different Drummer--A Guide to Juvenile Fiction 
Portra~ing the Handica~~ed by Barbara H. Baskin and Karen ff. Harris 
(N.Y.: R.R. Bowker, 1977) is a·comprehensive guide to books (1940-1975) 
written especially for young ~eople~ It opens with 3 analytic chapters, 
describes patterns and trends, and then concludes with a 250-page 
detailed , · annotated bib l i ograph y·. 

O. Images of Blind and VisuallI Im~aired Peo~le in the ·Movies: 1913-
.1985~ An Annotated Filmogra~hI with Notes, compiled by Wendy Erickson 
and Diane Wolfe, is available from the American Federation for the Blind 
(15 West 16th Street, 'New ·vork, NY 10011). About 232 movies are listed 
by title, year, country, dir~ctor, studio, genre, principal actors, and 
actors playing blind characters. The annotations comment on the role of 
blindness in the movie. A library· exhibit of 33 film stills with notes 
by Erickson and Wolfe c~n be made available to interested institutions. 
Contact: The Head Librarian, M.C. Migel Memorial Library and Information. 
Center at American Federation for the Blind. 

P. The Image of the Ph~sicallI Handica~~ed in Childr~n•s Literature by 
Car l o s Ray Z i e g l er ( Do ct or al D i s s er t ati o Il , · Te mp-1 e Univer s it y , 1 9 7 1; 
rep u b 1 i s he ci by Arno Pre s s , ·New Yo r k , : 1 9 8 O ) is an ,es s e nt i a l re f e r .e n c e 
point to any analysis of the me~ia. 

Q. Literatire and Medicine: An Annotated Btbli6gra~hI by Joanne Traut-
mann and Carol Pollard' (University of Pittsburgh Pre~s, Revised Edition 
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1982) contains approximately 1400 entries, inevitably selective, and 
overwhelmingly American and English. Chronologically listed (Classical, 
Medieval, Renaissance, 18th, 19th, 20th centuries), each is multiple-
coded by 39 themes, all related to health and several specifically to 
disability. The annotations are quite full and contain plot outlines 
and the role of health and illness themes in the book. 

R. !~~!£~! Problems of Performing Artists, a new quarterly published 
by Hanley & Belfus, Inc. (P.O. Box 1377, Philadelphia, PA 19105-9990) 
made its first appearance recently with a January-March 1986 issue that 
included articles on: A Musician's View of Music Medicine; Clinical 
Pharmacology of Beta Blockers; Reed-Maker's Elbow; Overuse Syndrome in 
Instrumentali~ts; A Focal Movement Disorder in the Hands of 6 Pianists; 
Hypopharyngeal Dilatation in Musicians; What's in a Name? The Musician's 
Anthology of Misuse; Coping with Stress: Roundtable from the Aspen 
Conference; Stage Fright--Psychoanalytic Interpretation; Fathers and 
Daughters in Verdi's Operas; Book Reviews, Letters, Editorials. It has 
a medical review board with Alice G. Brandfonbrener, MD, as Editor and 
an artistic advisory board. Individual subscription: $36/yr. in U.S.; 
$56 elsewhere; j_nstitution: $46/yr. in U.s ..·, $60 elsewhere. 

S. Culture and DisabilitI, a new informal quarterly newsletter with an 
anthropological perspective on disability issues, is intended as a 
netwrirking tool and independent forum for di~riussion~ It includes re-
search news, funding information, publishing opportunities, literature 
citations, a workshop/conference calendar, and profi1es of colleagues in 
the field. Contact: Edi tor M. Louise Duval, 97 Summers St., Oyster Bay,. 
NY 11771; 516/922-2449. 

T. Braille Music: An International Surve1, published in 1984 ($8.50) 
by the National Library for the Blind (Cromwell Rd., Bradbury, 
Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2SG, England), was compiled by John Henry, a 
blind American harpsichordist. In this 60-page report, he outlines by 
country and instrument which institutions throughout the world have 
material of greatest use to blind musicians, teachers, and libraries for 
the blind and which are willing to make material available interha-
tionally. 

U. The Proceedings from the Internati6na1 Rehabilitation Week .can ba 
obtained from Dr. Edward Newman, c/o EJJ Management Co., Inc., Suite 
906, 225 W. 34th St., New York, NY 10122; 212/563-4867. 

V. The Fall issue of Rehabilitation World, the quarterly magazine of 
Rehabilitation International USA, is devoted to communications programs 
throughout the world. Among the articles included are: Janos Fuzes' 
description of his TV program in Hungary that focuses on disability; 
Patricia Ingram's feature on Link, Britain's TV program on disability 
issues; Tari Susan Hartman's description of the U.S. situation re-
garding disabled people in the media; and information programs in 
Canada, New Zealand, and the N~therlands. Contact: Rehabilitation 
International USA, 1123 Broadway, New York, NY 10010. 

W. Visual Sociolog1 Review (1:1 May 1, 1986) exists to fill in the 
gaps left by other forms of communication among the group of social 
scientists, filmmakers, photographers, and visual communication experts 
who have been working together for a decade and a half. It will be 
devoted to news, .reviews, teaching strategies, and other visual miscel-
lania. Dues to the International Visual Sociology Association include 
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a subscription,(2 issues) to Y§B, Contact: Jon Rieger, Secretary-
Treasurer , I US A , Socio1 o gy , Un i_v . ~f Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292. 

X. Choice Magazine Listening (CML) is a free ·audio anthology. It 
selects and records memorab·Ie writings from print magazines, such as 
Smithsoniani The Atlantic~ The New· Yorker~ The Wall Street Journal~ The 
New York Times Magazine. Every other month, it offers subscribers 8 
ho,urs of the best articles., fiction and- poetr.y, chosen from over 100 
contemporary periodicals and read by profesiional voices ohto 8rpm 
phonograph records (Re~ord players with this speed are provided free by 
the Library of Congress as ~art of its full program of services .for 
those unable to read standard print because of visual or physical disa-
b i 1 i t y ) . CML ; a p r o j e c t o f t h e ,n o n p r o f i t L u c e r n e F u n d , we 1 c o m e s n e.w 
subscribers on a first-come, first-served basis. Contact: .Choice Ma~a-
zine Listening, P.O. Box 10, Port Washington, NY 11050; 516/883-8280.

I • 

Y. The Ziegler Magazine for the Blind, edited by Michael Mellor, 
features lively and engrossing articles reprinted from a broad range of 
periodicals, fictionp poetry and humor~ Its lively Reader Ftirum enables 
readers to "sound off", and other columns give news and information of 
special interest to those with_ vision problems. This free publication 
appears 10 times a year in 2 editions: Grade 2 braille ~nd flexible disc 
(playable·only on i Library of.Congress talking book player). For a 
li£etim~ subscription, contact the magazine at: 20 West 17th St., New 
York, NY 10011; 212/ 242-0263_; 

Z. Kaleidosco~e: 
, 

International Magazine of Literature~ Fine Arts~ and 
DisabilitX is published twice a year by UCP and Services for the Handi-
capped, 326 Locust St., Akron, OH 44302; 216/762 9755. Edited by Dr. 
Darshan Perusek, it is a forum for disability related literature and art 

I_;and contains feature articles, essays, fiction, reviews, ~oetry, car-
toons and a reader column .. ~ubscripticin: $8/year (U.S.); $9/year (in-
ternationally). The next issue (-Juiy '86) has_ as its theme: Film/Thea-· -~·-
ter, focus: THE ELEPHANT MAN, essay: Dickens and Disability. 

AA. Literature and Medicine, an annual, published by the State Uni-
versity of New Yorki State Univ. Plaza, Albany, NY. (Several reviewed 
D S Q ( f o r m e r l y DC D N ) , 3- : 2 , J u l y 1 9 8 3 ) 

BB. Ordinar1 Moments: The Disabled Ex~erience by Alan J; Brightman 
(Ed.), Baltimore, MD: University Park Press, 1984, photos and essay, 
(reviewed DSQ (formet•ly DCDQ, 4:2, April 1984) 

cc·. In 197·7 Rick Curry set up the National Theater Workshop of the. 
Handicapped (NTWH), a comprehensive training in theater arts fo~ people 
with disabilities. Ranging in age from 18 to 45, NTWH students, who 
have physical and sensory disabilities, attend classes in basic acting 
technique, scene study and musical theater. An outreach program helps 
place workshop members in auditions and a6ting jobs. ihus far, it has 
successfully· se~ured positions for students. in TV, inclu~ing a national 
commercial, and on radio and in off-Broadway productions. Contact: 
NTWH, 106 West 56th St., New York, NY 10019. 

DD . A I c e l and i c pantomime. theater gr 6 up of ad u l t s wi th mental re ta-rd a -
tion toured 5 Scandanavian cou11tries 'in ·-1984, performing -11 Lifmyndir"_or 
Life-Pictures at institutions, workshops and schools. The group, founded 
~t Solheimar., a small community for mentally retarded ~dults in the 
province of Gri~shes, Iceland, was encouraged by Directdr Halldor Kt~ 
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Juliusson who views the development of theater as a powerfu-1 and crea~ 
ti v e therapy . "Li f my ndi r 11 -grew through discussion ·s w i th many of the 
nearly 50 residents at Solheimar and reflects life experiences from the 
point of birth of a child with mental retardation and the impact on the 
family, to life in an institution and finally, the development of roman 
tic attachments. Contact: Halldor Kr. Juliusson mag. art .. Director, 
Solheimar 1 Grimnesi. Selfoss 801, Iceland. 

EE. "Staring Back", a fast-paced comedy revue of 19 sketches, is a 
satirical overview of life with a disability. Presented by the Schwab 
Rehabilitation Center in Chicago, Illinois, it received such acclaim 
that a national tour is being considered (It may already be on the 
road). Performances feature 7 actorB, 5. of whom have a physical disabi-
lity. The revue was written primarily by Susan Nussbaum, who also acted 
in the show. Details from producer: Ms. Sandi Gordon, Director of 
Communications, National Easter Seal Society, 2023 W. Ogden Ave., 
Chicago, IL 69612. 

FF. The Disabled Artists' Network was set up so disabled artists in 
the visual and sculptural arts would have a way to meet each other, 
exchange ideas and in~ormation, and.solve problems--e.g., financial 
support, selling wo~k, under-representation in galleries, mobility to 
g a l 1 e r i e s , e t c . , t h e b e 1 i e f t h a t · d i s a b 1 e d p e o p l e c a n 1 ·t b e " :r e a 1 " 
artists. For information send stamped, self-addressed envelope (or 
blank cassette; if needed) to: Disabled Artists Network, P.O. Box 20781, 
New York, NY 10025. 

GG. The Regional Rehabilitation Research Institute on Attitudinal, 
Legal and Leisure Barriers lost i:ts major funding in 1980, resuiting in 
a loss of staff and its popular newsletter Re:Search. It has re-emerged 
committed to publishing the old RRaI-ALLB's materials and ne~ high-
quality research and training papers. Contact: ·Rehabilitation Research 
Institute, George Washington University, T-6·05 Academic Ceiter, 
Washington DC 20052. 

HH. In response to a petition from the membership~ a new American 
Sociological Association Section qn the Sociology of Emotions has been 
approved by the ASA Council and is now officially "in formation." Anyone 
interested in receiving information ff the Section should contact: 
Candace Clark, Sociology, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 
07043. Anyone with information regarding conferences, meetings and 
_publicatiotis of scholars in the emotional field shoul~ contact the 
present newsletter editor: Steven Gordon, Sociology, California State 
University, Los Angeles, CA 90032. 

II. The Media Committee of TASH (The Association for People with 
Severe Handiriaps) is responsible for determining how members of TASH and 
other professionals and advocates can effectively relate with the media 
and thereby society s a whole. ft also determines the obstacles to 
effective communication and suggests pos.itive approaches to remove these 
obstacles. The committee's goals for 1986 include: 1) Media exposure of 
the TASH population and focus on abilities rather than disabilities; 2) 

11 a s p e c i a 1 m e d i a i s s u e " o f t h e N~~~l.§.!!.~£. ; 3 ) c h o o s i n g a m a j o r m e d i a 
vehicle on which to focus--i.e., 60 MINUTES; 4) providing the national 
media with alternative information sources that can be utilized when 
they cover issues such as aversives; 5) planning a basic media training 
workshop for the 1986 TASH conference, using videotape and 4-5 scenarios 
so participants can gain experience and immediate feedback; and 6) 
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working to achie,ve national_ media co-verage. The ·committee h.as ·beeri· 
award e d $ 1 O , O 0:0 t o p 1 an a pr o Je. c t that wo u l d he 1 p f am i 1 y me m b er s , e s -
pecially_parents, deal with their feelings and possible fears arising 
from the _situations tbeir chi)dren will confront as they move into 
Amer i can soc i e t y· . ·Sugges t e d go a ls · f o r th' e pro j e c t : c r. e·a t i on o f 10 TV 
spots and/or a 23-minute film; and preparation of a document tb ~ssist 
parents. Contact:_ Douglas Biklen, Medi.a Committee Chair, Di-v. of Special 
Education & Reha·b, Syracus.e Uni,\~ersi ty, 805 S. Crouse Ave.,· Syracuse; NY 
13210; 315/423-2699. 

JJ. Since its founding in 1980 ,· the Media Access Office has. been the 
liaison between the disability com~unity and the media/entertainment 
i n du s t r y . By · w o r k i n g wi t h p cf! i c y a n d d e c l s-i .o n - m a k e r s w i t h i n t h a t i n d u s -
try (networks, ad agencies,. studi_os, labor _unions, writers, producers, 
and casting directors) it has and will continue to improve TV and film 
.images of cttJzens with d.isabi.1.ities. The Med.i& Access Office is in the 
process of bepoming its own non-pro~it corporation and has now reopened 
at the aam~ address (1313 N. Vine Street, Room 163, Hollywood,- CA 90028; 
Exe c u t i v e Di re c t o r : Tar i S us an Har t'm an ) . I t s s e r v i c e s . i n c. 1 ude : _ca s t in g 
clearinghouse, showcases, technical assjstance and script consultation, 
advocacy, scholarships, and the annual Media Access Awards (See FOCUS, 
MEDIA AWARDS, E); 213/464-4366.,. 

The following list of additional organizations concerned with disability 
and media wa~ compiled by John F. Moses (Consultant on Special Projects 
and Development for Rehabilitation International and President of the_ 
Council on Telecommunication~ and Persons with Disabilities) for this 
i s s u e . Wh i l e mo s t o f the _m may b.e . f am i 1 i.a r to you , a 1mo s t a 11 have . 
re Ce n t 1 y u n de r g O n e O r a r e C ur r':e ri t 1 y u-ri de rg O in g Ch an g es e i t he r i n s t r u C -
ture or direction. Many activities ~re going on at the lQcal level and 
there are·many organizati·ons crineerrred -ith these issues in. other 
countries, notably in England, Spain, Sweden, France, Hungary, Canada, 
and Hong Kong. The list is -growing all the time. 

K K . Amer i can As s o c i at i on o f D 1 s ab i 11 t y Commun i ca tor s , su i t e 2 3 2 , 2 1·1 o 
Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20037; 202/683-5010; President: 
R~bert H~ Ruffner. Founded in 1983 by the President's Co~mittee on 
Employment of the Handicapped, AADC aims to draw together people whose 
business is to communicate about disability in any media~ f6ster criti-
cal examination of activities in disability communications, encourage 

.professional development, facilitate acc~ss of the disability communica-
tors to the media~ help to establi~h disability as a maj9r priority in 
the national agenda, and encourage opportunities for.talented di•abled 
people to .become professioh~ls in disability communications· ~nd iri the 
media. Activities include workshops and meeting~ around the country, 
the publication of a quarterly newsletter, and an anriual ~wards program. 
AACD is a membership organization of 900 people. 

LL . C o u n c i l on Te 1 e comm u n i cat i o n.s and Pe r sons with D i s ab 11i t i es , 1 2 2 
East 23rd St., New York, NY 10010; 212/677-7400, ext. 283; President: 
John F. Moses. Incorporated in April, 1986, TCPD was forme~ with the 
express interest in fostering good programming, providing technical 
as s i s tan c e t o t he .rile d i a .i n du s,t r y !.~ b o th t e.c h n i c a 1 ad a p t at i.o n and p e r -
sorinel, encourage training and employme~t of peisons with-4isabilitie• 
in the communications iridustry, monitoring developments both in the U.S. 
and overseas· in respect to hith t~chnologi and attitud~s ~o*~rd persons 
wJth disabilties, and developing a net~ork of persons and'oiganizations 
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with an interest in these matters. In the near future, the Council will 
be expanding its network, developing a newsl~tter, exploring the possi-
bilities for production of a news program oriented toward persons with 
disabilities and providing specific technical counsel to cable com 
panies. 

MM. John Muir Film Festival, John Muir Memorial Hospital, 1601 Ygnacio 
Valley Rd.', Walnut Creek, .CA 94598; 415/939-3000; Festival Director: 
Chip Bissell, Asst. Director of Education. In 1976, Fiederick I. 
Gottlieb, MD, an opthamologist at John Muir Memorial Hospital, first 
conceived of developing a Medical Film Festival at the institution. It 
became a biannual event and a component of the Hospital Education De-
partment and included a growing proporation of materials r~levant to 
both medical and social aspects of rehabilitation and integration of 
persons ~1th disabilities. The curent event--June 17-21, 1986 involved 
403 entries with screenings at various locations in California and at 
the National Library of Medicine. One aim of festival is-to develop a 
catalogue of recommended medical films, which are mailed to thousands of 
health professionals worldwide. Consideration is being given to making 
this an annual event. 

NN. Mental Health Materials Center, 9 Willow Circle, Bronxville, NY 
10708; 914/337-6590; President: Alex Saroyan. The Center was estab 
lished in 1953 to provide a systematic evaluation of both audiovisual 
and print media relating to mental health, working with organizations 
such as the American Psychiatric Association to provide them with expert 
counsel in the development of their own resources. It has published 
several editions of ''Th~ Selective Guide to Audiovisuals for"Mental 
Health and Family Life Eduriation", which contains extensive descrjptions 
of recommended films pulled from review of several thousand titles. The 
most recent January 1984 edition is available from: National Center for 
Health Education, 30 E. 29th St., New York, NY 10016. The Center now 

, makes its expertise available for various special projects under con-
tract. Activities include development of marketing opportunities for 
self help educational materials, the production of promotional material 
on vocational rehab for the mentally r~stored, and develop~ent of new 
programs for various clients. 

00. Rehabfilm, Rehabilitation International USA, 1123 Broadway, New 
York, NY 10010; 212/620-4040; Director of Membership Services: Jean 
O'Neill. For many years, Rehabilitation International USA conducted a 

,program on media and disability, comprised of the annual International 
Rehab Film Festival, the Rehabfilm Rental Library, and the quarterly 
Rehabfilm Newsletter. Publications from the Festivals and back issues 
of Rehabfilm Newsletter are still available and altogether contain 
citations on over 500 recommended titles relating to disability. RIUSA 
still maintains the film rental library of some 150 recommended 16mm 
films and videotapes covering many aspects of disability, which are 
fully described in a catalogue it makes available to the public. 

PP. Rehabilitation International, 25 E. 21st St., New York, NY 10010; 
212/420~1500; Director of Information: Barbara Duncan. RI, the wrirld 
federation of organizations in 80 countries concerned with disability 
issues, has ·had an ongoing concern with the impact of media on the· 
disabled throughout _its 64-year history. It held one of the first 
international Experts Meeting on Communication in Rehabilitation in 1972 
at Niederssessmar, Fed. Rep. of Germany, in cooperation with the German 
Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled. In 1982, RI, in cooperatibn 
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with the UN Dept. of Public Information, organized a Seminar on 
communications about people with disabilities in Vienna, which resulted· 
in a series of recommendations called ''Improving Communications about 
People with Disabilities." The subject of communications and media 
related to people with disabilities has been examined in numerous papers 
presented to RI's quadrennial World Congresses. In p~rticu-lar, the 
subject of communications came to the forefront of the 1984 Lisbon XV 
World Congress, the theme .of which was "Information, Awareness and 
Understanding for the Integration of Disabled Persons and Society." A 
great number of the contributions, now available in the Congress 
Proceedings, address issues of communication and the media. At the same 
meeting, a major international film fesiival took place, involving 66 
entries from 19 countries, entries which had in turn been selected from 
a far wider number by organizations in each of these countries. The 
"Program" from that FestivaJ is also available and describes the entries 
screened in Lisbon. RI is currently exploring other meetings relating 
to media and people with disabilities in cooperation with other 
organization~ in Colombia, Poland, England, Spain, and Malaysia as well 
as conducting research relating to the use of audiovisual materials in 
public education and training in the developing world. 

QQ. The Silent Network, P.O. Box 1902, Beverly Hills, CA 90213; Voice: 
213/654-6972, TDD: 213/656-1765; President and Executive Producer: 
Sheldon Altfeld. Each· week the Silent Network produces 4 half-hour 
shows, primarily for deaf and hearing impaired persons, which are shown 
in 200 U.S. cities. It currently. has 6 million subscribers. The 4 
s hows a r e a ch i 1 d r en ' s pr ogr am c a 11 e d '' F e s t i v a l " , w h i ch i s wr i t t en , 
directed, and acted by deaf or hearing-impaired individuals; a celebri-
ty interview show called "Offhand"; a musical variety show called 
"Musign"; and "Heardog", a dog training seminar for persons with Hearing 
Ear Companion Dogs. On a periodic basis, the Network a.lso produces "Say 
It With Sign", a sign language teaching program. All these programs are 
produced in-house and are shown with signing and open captions so that a 
decoder is not required. In addition, the Network has put many programs 
on home video cassette. A catalogue is available from them listing 
programs, and cassettes are currently distributed through 20,000 re-
tailers around the country. 

The Silent Network began operation in 1979, delivering programs the 
old-fashioned way to clients sucb as NBC, ABC, Metromedia, and various 
individual independents. In August 1984, it acquired a satellite 
transponder and initiated Silent Network Satellite Service, greatly 

.expanding their reach and distribution. Only now has the Network es-
tablished sufficient advertising credibility to be able to depend on 
advertisement revenues as a primary resource. Credibility is based on 
media buyers being able to determine very accurately the cost per thou-
sand viewers in a given market, and such data have simply not been 
available in respect to the 22-34 million persoris in the U.S. who have a 
hearing impairment. Current advertisers include Hallmark, Campbell, 
KalKan, and Mattel! Toys, among others. Finally, Mr. Altfeld and others 
are developing plans for the creation of a ''National Disability Net-
work'', ad supported progiamming for cable TV, which should provide a 
platform for persons with disabilities to exchange information as well 
as provide educatiori to non-disabled individuals. 
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